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The Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido Imperial University SapFJ(>ro, Hokkaldo. 

Reoeived 15 March, 1945. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present paper is concerned with a method of treating equilibrium 
and chemical reaction by introducing a set of conjugated statistical 
mechanical functions defined respectively as the factor of multiplication 
of the Zustands1:1mme caused by increasing a certain constituent of the 
assembly of interest or by imposing a microscopic constraint upon the 
elementary state of the constituent. 

, Okamoto, Horiuti and Hirota(l) have previously introduced the func
tions pO and q6 of this sort in their statistical mechanical treatment of 
the hydrogen electrode process. Among these pO is related. as shown 
later, to the chemical potential ,.,,6, as that, 

,.,," = -RT log pc. 

which was originally introduced by Gibbs(2) in terms of classical grand 
canonical ensemble, whereas pI! is defined here, according to Gibbs' ter
minology, in terms of petit canonical ensemble. The function is introduced 
in the latter way independently by Kirkwood(S) and applied to the stati
stical mechanics of the condensed fluid in equilibrium. The function q: has, on the other hand, no corresponding thermodynamical quantity. 

In the present paper we are going to introduce, in extention of the 

(1) Okamoto, Horiuti and Hirota; Se. Pap. I.P.C.R. Tokio, 29 (1986), 228. 
(2) Gibbs; Collected Works, 2, Part 1, "Elementary Principles in Statistical Mecha

nics." Longmans, (1928). 
(3) Kirkwood; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935), 300. "Statistical Mechanics of Fluid Mixture." 

Chern. Rev. 19 (1936), 275. "Statistical Mechanics of Liquid SolutioIIII." 
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theory of pi; and q6, a complete set of four conjugated functions' and 
t5 

give several examples of application of the equilibrium and C'hernical 
reaction: 

CHAPTER I 

DEFINITIONS AND APPROXIMATIONS 

§ 1. The Assembly and Parameter·s. 

Our object of treatment will be a macroscopic assembly composed of 
molecules of several kinds, whose set of quantum mechanical Eigenwerts 
being fixed by several independent parameters. The 'parameters may be 
the volume confining the total extension of the assembly, the electro
statical or magnetic field within which the whole assembly is situated. 
These parameters which are quantities accesible to the direct macroscopic 
measurements will specially be termed external ones in distinction from 
internal parameters later referred to, which, being inaccesible to direct 
macro~copic measurements, restrict microscopic states of individual mole
cules. The macroscopic assembly will be denoted by C in general. 

The assembly will be termed in statistical equilibrium when its 
properties are d8rivable from the appropriate petit quantum canonical 
e.nsemble. The Zustandsumme (abbreviated Zs hereafter) appropriate to 
any equilibrium state of C is expressed by 

0.1) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and En the n-th ~igenwert. 
The molecule in the above sens':: may consist in any elementa,ry 

particle or any group of elementary particles bound closely together, 
however, not being necessarily dynamically- isolated from the environment. 
By molecule will thus be meant hereafter not only gaseous molecule in 
its original sense, but also such an elementary particle or a group of 
elementary particles in a liquid phase under the strong influence of 
surrounding ones or even such One bound chemically on the sur:faCt~ of 
a solid. 

§ 2. Pour Conjugated Functions, pO, q~, 8,,(0) and 8 0 (0)' 

We define il by, 
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(2.1) 

where nco is Zs of our assembly C free, in particular, from any micro
scopic constraints, and neg that of CO, which is C augmented by a 
molecule or a set of molecules :> with fixed external parameters. 

The function qa is defined by, 
" 

(2.2) 

where DCg(8) or DC,,(o) is Zs of the assembly C~(<) or COCO) respectively 
subject to the microscopic constraint, i.e. a particular elementary state u 

for a single piece of molecule:> or a set u of states each for individual 
piece of a set 8 of molecules is occupied by :> or vacant. The elementary 
state IF or the individual state of the set u may be a small cavity of 
molecular dimension confining the centre of gravity of a molecule 01' a 
certain .quantum state for the energy or the momentum of the latter. 

We define further two qmmtities in terms of the Zs's appeared in 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) as that, 

(2.3) 

and that, 

(2.4) 

9 0 (6) or 9 0 (0) has thus the physical meaning of the respective probability 
tha't u is occupied or evacuated by:>. 

Extension of the Definitions. 

The above defined functions may also be termed the respectiv~ factors 
of multiplication of Zs caused by the appropriate operations; pO is thus 
the factor due to the operation of adding 0 to the assembly Co with 
unconstrained internal parameters bringing about thereby an assembly 
C: of the same description but with one more constituent molecule :>, q: that of bringing one additional 0 up into vacant u of C,,(O) and 9"(6) or 
9 o{o) that of imposing the constraint upon the unconstrained assembly 
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C: or Co that a specified state u is respectively occupied by ~ or evacuated 
with certainty. 

With this interpretation above definitions may be expressed in the 
forms, 

or summerized as that, 

log p~ = Llp,li log DCo 

log q: = Llq, 0(0) log DCo(o) 

log 9"(6) = J O,,,(6) log DC: 

log 9 0 (0) = .:10,0(0) log DCa 

log A = J) log- DC 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where) stands for pO, q!, 9 0 (6) or 9 0 (0) and LI)., when prefixed for instance 
to log DC. gives the increment caused by the operation appropriate to A. 
For the sake of having any ·meaning for the quantity with the prefix, 
the assembly of interest must however be accessible to the operation 
associated with A, It is meant by "accessible," for instance, to the 
operation associated with q6 that the assembly CO(o) , C~(o) or such other 
has a free to accept 0 or t; the operation associated with 8,,(a) that Co, 

C/~ are. not being f!onstraine.d by any prescribed condition, ready to 
access the operation of filling up u with 0 with certainty. 

'We define J).P as the increment of any property P accompanied by 
the operation J). upon the assembly, and the quantity prefixed with 
J".A for instance LIp,). log DC as that of log DC caused by increasing P 
alone by the amount J)..P without virtual operation. 

These increment defined above will be called first order increments. 
Denoting any two of these J's by Lll and LI. we define second order 
increment .;1tJ2 10g DC ~ JJ log DC(.12)-JJ log DC and .1l .12P ~ J 1P(.12)- LllP, 

where C(J2) is the assembly brought about from C by the operation 
associated with .12 and P(.12) the appropriate value of P, it being presup
posed that both C and C(.12) are accessible to the operation .11 • Similarly 
we define higher order increments. . 

§ 4. APIYrox?:rnat'ions. 

Throughout the present paper we will be contented with the appro-
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ximation of neglecting increments of higher than second order or power 
compared with the increment of first order or power except when the 
direct interaction between two molecules each at an elementary state 
4Tl or 172 respectively sPecified, if at Jll, by the two operations involved, 
such as in the case when Lit = J e•I11(0) and .12 == ..10'''2(0), is significant. If 
either or both of the operation are of the sort .1".0, which specifies no 
elementary state, this exception falls of course off. 

It follows that, 

0) 

But since according to Eqs. (3.1) and (2.1), it is that, 

we have, 

Writing p1l1H! for the set of molecules Sl+~ according to Eq. (2.1) in 
the form, 

We have, 

It may similarly be shown for a set D of several molecules,. 

consisting each ))11 pieces of Dg , that 

(4.1) 

(ii) We have similarly as in the case of (i), that, 

..1e. G(6)OOg DCo+ .1p log DCo) = .JU(o) log DCo 

or according to Eqs. (3.3) and (2.3), that, 
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(iii) Any increment of log DC may be written in the form, 

J). log DC = (J). log DC)p+ ~ Jpj.,. log DC 
3 

where the (J). log DC)p denotes the increment in the case when all pro
perties Pis of interest are arrested. Expanding Jpj,,.log DC in power 
series of J).,P; and rejecting terms higher than the first power, we have, 

and hence 

(4.3) 

CHAPTER II. 

THEORY. 

§ 5. Interrelatian among pO, qg, 8 0m and 61 0 (0)' 

It follows immediately from Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) that, 

(5.1) 

Ii 0 consists in a single molecule and fT a small cavity of molecular 
dimension which restricts the centre of gravity of 0 within, the above 
equation may be writte~ in the form, 

I 

( 

pO = eO(O)--q~/! fT~ 
61 0(6)11 fT ! 

(5.2) 

where I CT I is the size of the cavity fT. As I fT I approaches zero, so does 

9 0 (0) unity and 7;1,) the limiting ratio of the probability of finding the 

centre of gravity of the molecule of th9 kind 0 in the cavity to its 
volume or the concentration N° at the point of convergence, i.e. 
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N° = Lim _ ea(oL 
lli;-O \ a I 

(5.3) 

Since pO should remain the same by definition irrespective of the arbi
trarily assigned magnitude I a I, q~/1 a! tends to a definite value along 
with O.,m/! al. Denoting the limiting value by QIi, i.e. putting 

!l 

Lim.fl.a = QIi 
10: .. 0 I a! 

We h<we Eq. (2.1) in the form, 

§ 6. Equilibrium Relation Jor pO. 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Let the condition prescribed to the assembly be such that 8 may 

exist in different states, OA, OB, .,. etc., DC aA, DCaR etc. are now of 
the same value, since it is immaterial for the Zs over all possible states 
of the assembly, whatever state 0 may initially assume when admitted. 
It follows by Eq. (2.1) that, 

.A OR 
pu = P = etc. (6.1) 

The states OA, ()B etc. will be called in equilibrium with each other. 
If 0'\ SB etc. are respectively such sets of molecules as that, 

(3A = ~v;;o: 
(J, 

i.e. consist respectively of v;;, :.1: etc. pieces of individual molecules 
15;;, O~I, etc., we have by Eqs. (4.1) and (6.1) that, 

(6.2) 

§ 7. .Force, 1-York and Energy. 

We postulate that there exists a set of internal parameters such 
that by varying the latters continuously independent of each other and 
of the external ones, the microscopic state of constituent molecules is 
transferred from one to the other keeping the whole assembly at every 
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instant at the statistical equilibrium. The assembly Co may thus be 
converted into C a(6) or CoCO) and the assembly consisting of macroscopic 
assembly Co or CoCO) and a molecule 0 each situated outside the influence 
of the other, i.e. Co + 0 or CoCO) + 0 may thus be unified into C~ or C~(O)' 
All parameters including internal and external ones will be denoted by 
aa.'s. We have then according to Eq. (1.1), 

DC VJsa(l]) 
-kTlog ---~ = £J (- IIa.J·daa 

DCI .. a:,,(I) 

(7.1) 

where 

(7.2) 

Suffix I and II signify two different particular state of our assembly, 
and a,,(I) and aa (II) appropriate values of the parameters aa' The partial 

differential coeficient - 0 En is the force with which th~ assembly at n-
oaa 

th quantum state tends to increase with the param~t"?'r f.l", lla.a the 
statistical average of the force, - [Ja:" the force to be ~rppJh'd from the 
external world to the assembly to keep f.l" constant, and, in ~onsequence 
the left hand side of Eq. (7.1) the work required to brim~ up the 2ssembly 
from the state 1 to 11 keeping the latter through9ut at st., tisticeJ equi
librium. The Ifa:a will be called the average force cO::ljug'ated to the 
parameter f.l" and the work the reversible work. 

In the ,particular case when 

the left hand side of Eq. (7.1) is -kTlog p6 ,(*) which eq',Hl.]S t;y:.) relevant 
reversible work on the right. The function ~kT log q~ is similarly the 
reversible work required with fixed external parameters of Co(r) to bring 
up 0 from the standard state into the preliminarily evacu8t,d state fT, 

a~d -kTlog9o(o) or -kTlog8o(5) that required to force upon the assembly 
Co the constraint that fT is respectively vacunt or occupkd by 0 with 

(*) Since O(Co+o) may be factored as that O(Co+o) = OCo·ell, we have OCIl/e.Cl 
= oC81OCo by choosing that 00 = 1. 
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certainty. The latter three reversible works naturally correspond to no 
ready-made thermodynamical quantity because of its microscopically 
detailed nature. 

These reversible works -kTlog p6, -kT log qlS, -kT log 9 0 (6) and 
a 

-kTlog8o(o) are summarized, according to Eq. (3.5), by, 

-kTlog;' = Lh(-k'l' log DC) (7.3) 
Ot' by .. 

-RTlog;' = 41~(-kTlog DC) (7.4) 

,vhere 4b. signifies Avogadro's number NA times the increment J~ , 
The temperature variation of DC at fixed ext8rn31 pa~ameter aa's 

is as wen known expressed according to Eq. (1.1) in terms of st.~tistical 

tlYel'age jjj of Eigemverts, i.e., 

Eft 

f a 100" DC ~ Ene- kT 
IcT ---~--- = ~-.--- = E 

'aT '" -p;", 
.L! e kT 

n 

(7.5) 

Partial differential coefficients with respect to T without suffix will here
after be referred to fixed external parameters. The temperature variation 
of A is henceforth expressed according to Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5), as that, 

RT2 a log _~ = .1h.E 
aT 

(7.6) 

§ 8. The Functions and Associated Relations 1~ Thermodynamical Ter
minology, 

Provided that the statistical equiIibrbm fully describes the thermo
dynamical equilibrium, -kTlog DC may be identified with Helmholtz 

free energy F according to Eq. (7.1) and E with the internal energy U in 
thermodynamics, 

so that 

and 

F= -kTlogDC 

,2 a log DC U = kT -------
aT 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

We have immediately according to Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) that, 
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U = F-T-a.!' 
aT 

, (8.3) 

from Eq:. (7,2) of (8.4) -II~o = --
- a'la 

from Eq. (7.4) ~I)P = -RTlog). (8.5) 

and from Eq. (7.6) .1hU = RT2 al~g). 
aT 

(8.6) 

or from Eq. (8.3), 
aLII).}!' 

(8.7) l11). U = .11).F - T - ---
.\'l: aT 

Defining the entropy to complete the thermodynamical terminology 
as that, 

we have readily, 

and from Eq. (8.3), 

or 

'OF (-*) 
S = --.

aT 

F= U-l'S 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

fn the special case when A = pI) , the reversible work - RT log pO may 
be identified with the chemical potential /L8 m thermodynamics so that, 

(8.12) 

F.qs. (8.5), (8.6), (8.9) and (8.~1) thm1 assume respectively the forms, i.e., 

( .. ) The present argument is evidently valid in particular in the case of micro· 
canonical ensemble, when, all q!lantum state have the same Eigenwert En. In that case, 
Eq. (8. l) reduces, according to Eq. (1.1) to the form, 

F = E,,-kTlog ~ 1 
n 

whence we have by Eq. (8.8), S = k log ~ I. This is the quantum mechanical transcription 
7< 

of the well-known Eoltzmann's relation. 
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(~.5) fL5 = FO (8.13) 

(8.6) RT'~JJ()3P~ = rJli 
aT 

(8.14) 

(8.7) Vii r, T 8fL" = /),'- ~-

aT 
(8.15) 

-a Ii 
(8.9) S5 = -_~ (8.16) 

aT 

(8.11) fLO = (J1i-TS' (8.17) 

where F~, V& and SIJ denotes resPectively £llp.liF, flip./JU ~md Ll!J1.oS(*l and 
called in accordance with G.N. Lewis partial molal :fr,~<? energy, partial 
molal internal energy and partial molal entropy rf'Sp ctivdy. 

Our approximation (i)~ § 4, assumes now th~ foem, 

whioh is taken as a matter of course in thermodyu'lmic'l. 

§ 9. The A for the Assembly with Variable External Parameters. 

In the foregoing section ,l's have been d fh·d wit1. ,'Fg'll'@ to an 
assembly whose external parameters are kPpt CO':1St~'lt througho·,t the 

~ operation associated with respective A's. W} ext~,d h TP th"ir ddh.ition· 
and theory to the case when the ext3rn~1 p'1.ramp t'1'8 of the assembly 
of interest are not necessarily kept constant. 

Let an assembly of interest A, which f'·xclusi v ly subjPct to the 
operation associated with A, is coupled with anot1'r K according to the 
condition that (i) each external parameter which lsxt"nsive property 
such as volume, surface area etc. is not fix(,'d inrJi'idu~lly with A and 
K but by the sum o,f that, !3b, of A and t'J:'t of K. 'vh"rp~s external 
parameters of other kind is fixed individually (ii) no fo"c' C01.jug13tp d with 
/3/1'S acts upon A + K from outside and th'1t (iii) enurg'I stntes of either 
assembly is individually fixed dynamically ind'::'p?nd;:nt of each otber at 
fixed values of f3b'S, 

(*) Cf. Eq. (3.1). 
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A simple exampk~ of such an assembly is that consisting of two 
gaseous Verts A and K sealed in a . cylinder and separated by a friction
less pisto"! I ::oft free to move; the energy state of the either gas may be 
taken foS d t'lmined by th:~ volume of A, which is the only external 
paramFt>r of the latt~r prop?r, and no force conjugated to the parameter 
is eX0rt,d by the ext"rml world. 

We hW8 thus in th'~ r.ss?mbly A + K the special case of that dealt 
with in t11" for0going s~ctiO·1.3, for Wh;C3, of course, all definitions and 
cons 'quent t3"'oretic'11 devploD~ments remain valid. The same is true 
with th'~ f.s3"mbly A alO"l" p"o"lided th!lt (3b'S are arrested. The latter 
asserr: bly will be denot~ d by A~ . 

We m~y thus d, fi'l'" ,j's eWl"r with the assembly A + K or with 
A~ sP'cifyiug- th'~ ass'''mbly C of El. (3.5) to be either A + K or A~. 

Former 0'1 s will h=- c9 Jhl A's of aS3?mbly A of variable external para-
metr·rs 0'- simply thos" of A + K and lrtt'rs those of A~. . 

In fl· following s Ct:O'l we wl11 fi:'st show the identity of the two 
serks of A's of the alt'rn':tive dcfbitions (§ 10) next transform A'S of 
A + K 'Vh:'l sp::.cial ri'·f.·rc'l~ ~ to tin inbrest?d assembly A (§ 11) and 
finally p·it t'n rFsultins- expr~'ss10'lS h cO'llparison with those for ii's of 
A~ Lto b'l'modymmicJ t rminology (§ 12). 

§ 10. IdR:?t;:ty of ,j's of. the Ass~rnbly A + K and Those of Ar,. 

Log A i'l ("xprt'ssad ac~o"dhg to Eq. (4.3) in the form, 

I '''(A K (I A K ~ 0 Jog D(A + K) og A = J). '05' ~ + ) = J>. og D( + »)~+ 1,;- 8a----J),(3b (10.1) 
I' fJb 

whet'-· suffi:{ (3 sign;fi s 6- cO'1ditio'l of fixed (3b'S and J>.!3b the increments 
of /1b':o,:nd r tbe sp~cifi d conditio:1 of A + K. The differential coefficient 

a log D<A -I- K) is how:;jvcr according to Eq. (7.2) the force conjugated 
?db 

to !3i; m 11!t:plied by 1 reT, whicll vanishes according to (ii), § 9, i.e., 

';llorr Of A +K)= 0 
'd/3b 

(10.2) 

and h"TIC he seco,d t'~l',r on th3 third member of Eq. (10.1) vanishes. 
The first term (J>. lo~ DIA + K»)~ is expressed in the form, 

(J).106 D(A + K)h = Jt. log OA~ + (J),log OK), (10.3) 
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where 
(10.4) 

since A is only S'Ubjected to the operation. 
We have by Eqs. (10.1), (10.2), (10.3) and (10.4) that, 

- log,l = J~ log D(A+K) = J). log OA~ (10.5) 

which st:ltes the enunciated identity. 

§ 11. Expression of ,( and Dm'ived Quantities 'with S1Jccial Rcfm'cncc to A. 

We begin with the expression' for -kTlog D(A +K) with special 
reference to the assembly A. According to (iii), § 9, D(A + K) is factored 
in the form, 

D(A+K) = DA·DK (11.1) 

and uK in turn expressed according. to Eq. (7.1) as that, 

(11.2) 

wn.ere flIf;, is the average forca of the assembly K conjugated to /3b and 
I{"(fl) the assembly K fixed by a particular set of values /3b(O),S of /3b'S. 

We have, on the other hand, according to Eqs. (10.2), (11.1) and (7.2), 

Jl~, +Jl'f" = 0 (11.3) 

where J1~, is the forca of the assembly A conjugated with /3b. Substi
tuting" r[~~ from Eq. (11.3) into Eq. (11.2) we have, 

. 1 VJI'O log OK = --/;1''' lit" d/3b + log OK~(o) 
b 1,,,(0) 

(11.4) 

and substituting the latter in turn into Eq. (11.1), 

. 1 J~I' log O(A + K) = log DA - kTb Jlt d/3b + log DK;,(o) 
1'0(0) 

(11.5) 

Eq. (11.5) expresses log D{A + K) in term of variables appropriate 
to A, log DK;.(o) being thereby a constant. 

Eqs. (11.5) and (3.5) give nOw according to Eq. (4.3), that 

- 20 -
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(11.6) 

where jJl~) is the increment of the force /If" due to the operati()11 
associated with A. 

The, temperature variation of O(A + K) and of A is now derived 
begining again with that of O(A + K). We have according to Eqs. (10.2) 
and (11.1) that, ~ 

(ll()~O(A + K1 = (a log O(A + K») + \1_~}g[DiA -t !f1a,8b~ 
aT aT ~ f 'a,8b aT 

= ( a log OA) + (_a1og D!<:) 
aT ~ aT ~ 

(11.7) 

or expressing ( a log OK) by Eq. (1~.4) that, 
aT ~ 

01.8) 

where the partial differential coefficient without suffix denotes those under 
the specified condition of A + K in distinction from those with suffix i3 
at fixed ,8b'S. 

The temperature variation of A is expressed according to § 4, Eqs. 
(3.5) and (11.8) as that, 

kT~8~O:A = kT2L1~(_~-~[TQ41 + ~f~"J)JIt"d(3+ 1 Ilf,l1)'fib 
b l~fJ(O) I; 

(11.9) 

Eq. (11.9) is of course directly obtaiMd by the differentiation of Eq. (11.6). 
The temperature variation of A defined with respect to assembly 

A~(*) is expressed according to Eqs. (3.5), (11.1) and (l0.4) as th~t, 

( *) Cf. § 9. 
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(11.10) 

ComparingEq. (11.9) with (11.10), we see that whereas A's of the 
two alternative definitions are identical as shown in § 10, their tem
perature variation are different in general. 

§ 12. Thcnnodyt1am.ical Form of ;.'s and Assoc·iated Quantities for the 
Assembly of Vat'iable E.ctm·nal Parameters. 

We first write down Helmholtz free energy and the internal energy 
respectively according to Eq. (8.1) and to Eq. (8.2) of the assemblies, 
A + K, .4. and K~(o) with appropriate subscripts, i.e., 

F = -kTlogD(.-4+K) (12.1.AK) 

FA = -kTlog DA (12.1.A) 

F K. ~(O) = - k'Elog OK~(o) (12.1.A) 

U = kTzalogO(A+K) (12.2.l\K) 
aT 

U = kT2( a 10gOA) (*) 

A aT ~ 
(12.2.A) 

I U - kT2 a log' DK~(o) 
K.~(O) - aT (12.2.K) 

Thermodynamical forms are obtained by simply rewriting expressions 
obtained in the previous section in terms of F's and U's as follows, . 

(11.5) (12.3) 

(11.6) -kTlogA = J~FA+ !ITfbJ~tJb+ IJ~bJ~[Itr,dtJb 
. b b ~l.(O) . 

(12.4) 

( .. ) External parameters of A proper must be fixed at the partial differentiation for 
obtaining the internal energy of A with regard to the implied condition of the general 
expression Eq. (8.2). 
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(11.8) U= F-T~~ = UA+ ~f~I'/lt!d/3b-T~f~b'iJ;';'~:d/3b+UR'~(O) 
b ~,,(O) ~h(O) 

(12.5) 

_TV'OJlt,'J (3 -TVf~bJ ant,'dt:J 1J aT A b 1J A aT fJb 
b b "1,(0) 

(12.6) 

~ 13. Thermodynamical I?orm of ;.'s and Dm·'iued QuantiJies for the 
Assembly A p , 

Thermodynamical form of - kT log 0 (A + K). - kT log A; 
kT2 a lo~ OCA +- K) and le1' B log ~ derived in the previous section with 

aT 'OT 
special reference to the assembly A correspond in general to no ready
made thermodynamical functions except when A - pO and A = Ap or 
when only external parameter of A is the volume V A and the conjugated 
average force the pressure PAis kept constant independent of VA and T. 

Thermodynamical form in the previous section are developed below 
with this particular caSe that /3 === VA, JIA = PA = constant, and ,l == p" 
or - RT log A = ",,8, first rewriting the expressions there as follows; 

(8.4) PA = _(_BFA) 
aVA T 

(13.1) 

(12.3) F = FA +PA VA+FK, vA=o (13.2) 

(12.4) 
Il - 0 -- 6 

"" = FA+PAVA (13.3) 

(1-2.5) U= F-T-~~ = UA+PAVA+UK,VA:O (13.4) 

(12.6) 8 T af.L~ Vo P 11 I; (13.5) "" - -- = A+ A A 
8T ' 

,FK, VA=O and UK, vA=o give respectively particulal' values of BK",(o) and 

UK.~(O) at/3(O):= VA~O) = 0, and, 

Fi = Ll1s>FA' Vi = LI'"UA , 111 = 'L1!p VA (13.6:F), (i3.6.U), (13.6.V) 
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are parf:)l molal quantities ?t t 11e particular condition of Ap i.e. at the 
constalt Pressure. 

W," see th3 variable part ]"A + PA 1TA of F in Eq. (13.2) correspond 
to Gibb:;' free energy ZA, th<!t UA +PA VA of U in Eq. (13.4) to the 
Qi;th21P'/ XA,;'l+PAvl of Eq. (13.3) to the partial molal quantity Zl 
of ZA 2'''11 1l1+PAVl of Eq. (13.5) to th,~ part;aJ molal enthalpy .\'1 of 
X A , i."., 

and 

(13.7) 

(13.8) 

(13.9) 

(13.10) 

In term of these "ready-made" thermodynaTt1icaJ functions previous 
equations are respectively rewritten as follows: 

(13.1) ( aZA ) VA<*) (13.11) -
. BPA . T 

(lR.3) a- 2" fk = A (UU2) 

(1?: A) ZA-T-~;;;A .-- y <**l (13.13) 
aT 

/"A 

(1 ') --\ "-'I' (J!".." V() (13.14) \_,-·).u ,i 
ft· '01' - ./( it 

~ . a7A 
j<,x;;I'essmg I -fjjYAI:r by differentiation of Eq. (13.7) in the form 

(a!!.-,!) = laE~\ (~Ii."-1) +PAi_ut"A \ +VA. 
'f)PA l' laVA/T' aPA 'T \ aPA 'T 

we have Eq. (13.11) from Eq. (13.1). 
(H) Substituting F into Eq. (13.4) from (13.2) a t ld observing Eq. (13.7), (IS.8) and the 

relation 

valid ag a special case of Eq. (8.3), we have the above relation. 
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(13.15) 

These relations are obtained in alternati/e forms by introducing the 
entropy SA of the assembly A proper, according to Eq. (8.8), i. e., 

(13.16) 

We have thus from Eq. (13.7), 

(13.17) 

from Eq. (13.13), 

(13.18) 

from (liLl 7) and (13.12) 

03.19) 

and from (13.12) and (13.18) 

(13.20) 

wheN~ partial diff·.9nmtial Co:o,ffjclcnts without suffix and the partial molal 
quantIty S~ are all referred to the specified condition of Ap i.e. to the 
constant pre'lBUre. 

W8 r;~V\lritB thes8 relatioJ1S for pai'tial molal quantities of A for the 
sake of later appJicatroas dropping the subscript A signifying instead 
explicitly the specified cOJdition by suffix P. 

ii .:;" 
f1, = LJ P (13.21.,/1.) 

( -*) The external parameter of A proper i.e. the volume must be kept constant at 
the partial differentiation with regard to the implied condition of the general expression 
Eq. (8.8). 

( \ A . .. (OPAl (OFAI (oFA) (BVA) **, ccordmg to the IdentIty, --- J =-- + ~-~ --
aT 'PA oT IVA OVA T\ BT P A 

d E 16) h b ( 
OZA ) . • an qs. (13. ,(13.1) and (13.7) we ave a ove relation, where --- Iii expressed 

,OT P
A 

without suffix. 
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(:~6 t = -S~ (13.21.S) 

1'6 = X~ -TSo (13.21.E) 
p 

Corresponding relations for' A v of the assembly A, whose only ex
ternal parameter V is fixed, may be written down as follows as the 
special case of those given in § 8, signifying explicitly the constancy of 
the volume, i.e., 

1'6 = Pi (13.22.1') 

( ap,6_) = -s~ 
aT 'V 

(13.22.S) 
.. 

and 6 -0 8 6 
I). = Uv-T v (13.22.E) 

The relation between two groups of partial molal quantities appear
ing respectively in Eqs. (13.21) and (13.22) is developed as below. 

It is immediately transposed from Eqs. (13.9), (13.10) and (13.15) that, 

Z;' = IN+PVJ, 

X;' = U;+ PV t 

(~) = vt 
'OP 7' 

(13.23.Z) 

(l3.23.X) 

(13.23.V) 

It follows on the other hand from the identity of p6 or. p.6 of the 
assembly Ap with that of A v as verified In § 10 and according to Eqs. 
(13.21.E) and (13.22.E) that, 

(13.23.1') 

We derive from Eqs. (13.21.S) that; 

S;= -(~;ot = -( ~;6)V+( ~~ )rC-~~-)v 
or according to Eqs. (13.23.V), (13.22.S) and to the relation 

that, 
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(13.23.S) 

where 

and 

are the expansion coefficient and the compressibility respectivley. 

and 

From Eqs. (13.23.S), (13.23.f.l) and (13.23.X) we have, 

-~ r-,6 a- 8 
Xp = uv+T-Vp 

fJ 

u;= D:+(T-~ -p)v! 

Finally We derive from Eq. (13.23.f1.) , (13.21.S) 
.. -0 -13 

~ 8a7)T = V!-T(-~~p-)p 

(13.24.X) 

(13.24.U) 

and (13.23.V) that, 

(1325) 

§ 14. Statistical Thermodynamics of Homogeneous Fluid. 

We call such an assembly or such a spacial part of an assembly a 
homogeneous fluid that only external parameter is volume and Q~ of 
every constituent molecule is respectively constant all over the space, 
depending only on temperature, pressure and on the composition but 
not on its absolute magnitude. - <~ 

A homogeneous fluid is called ideal solution with respect to certain 
compon-omts if Q4 of the latters are independent of any concentration of 
these components. The latters are called ideal components, the homo
geneons fluid ideal with respect to the components and the homogeneous 
fluid consisting of remaining components the solvent. We may expect a 
homogeneous fluid is ideal with respect to a component which is dilute 
enough so that the work -kTlogq: and hence Q5 of every constituent 
is constant independent of the concentration of the dilute component. 

A homogeneous fluid is called a perfect gas or simply a gas if the 
latter is ideal with respect to every componEnt. 

Followings are deduced from the above definition. 
Let an ideal solution A with respect to a component & be separated 

from its solvent B consisting. of 01, "',08 by a semipermeable mlilmbrane 
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which is impermeable only to 00. The whole assembly is considered as 
in equilibrium at a constant volume, and B big enough so that the shift 
of the membrane practically makes no difference in its pressure nor in 
composition. 

Since (["sand hence pPs according to Eqs. (5.5) and (8.12) depend 
only on the pressure and composition but not on the absolute magnitude 
of the fluid at constant temperature, Gibbs' free energy Z of a homo
geneous fluid is expressed according to Eq. (13.21.p) in the form, 

z = ~ n~ip,ai 
.. 

and hence F according to Eq. (13.7), 

F = L: n 6jp.°j-PV 

where n°· is the number of mols of Oi . 

(14.1) 

The F of the part A 01' B is now respectively expressed as that, 

i"". 
FA = nB0I'-Bo+ L: n~il'-~i-PA VA or 

i~l 

Because of the assumed equilibrium ""'Ie have, however, according to 
Eqs. (6:1) and (8.12) that, 

(14.2) 

Denoting ·the sum n~i + nJl by n,o; we have for F of the whole as
serribly that, 

F F + L' Ii fi I '" 8· 6· T)·V P V I = A .1' B = n 0;1-·0 - k.J n 'I'- ',·-1- A A - B B 
i 

(14.3) 

Differentiating F with respect to V A we obtain the average force 
lIoo = PA-PB conjugated with VA or the osmotic pressure, 

or (14.4) 

with regard to the relation that VA + VB = constant. 
Accprding to Eqs. (5.5) and (8.12) we have that, 
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f'& = Il.{+ RT log N° where fLf = -RTlog Q6 (14.5), (14.6) 

and bence noting NtB = n 60JVA that, 

( (lfL~') _ ( (lp,fO) (ap A) _ RT 
aVA TaPA T aVA T VA 

(14.7) 

inasmuch as Qo of the ideal component is the function only of pressure 

at a eonstant temperature. ((lp.r~) is obtained from Eq. (14.5) as that, 
8PA T 

where 

is the compressibility. 
By Eqs. (14.4), (14.7) and (14.8), we have that, 

( 
(lPA)' .n~oRT 
a VA T = - VA{VA-nfov·~~ ;-O-+-1--c1"-oR-T-(:5A} . 

p 

-
or by integration, remembering that I/o = P A -FB , 

provided that PA ='PB at VA = 00 • 

(14.8) 

(14.9) 

If n'.RTfjA is negligible compared with VA-ncOV) and V~ is 
constant independent of VA, which might be the case for a colloidal 
solution, nOo V~o being the total displacement volume of the colloidal 
particles, Eq. (14.9) assumes the form with regard to the relation 
1'","· = nT'IV that, 

1160 -_ RT I (1 N0 iTOO ) - v)- og - 0 v p (14.10) 

Eq. (14.10) might be useful for the determination of the molecular weight 
of the colloidal particles by analysing the measurement of 11 6

0 at different 
concentrations, whereby the displacement volume nooV~ is simultanEously 
determined. 
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If rNV50-n8oRT(3A is negligibly small compared with VA we have • p 

from Eq. (14.9) that, 

(14.11) 

If ideal components 00, "', Ot are confined together in the space A, 
we have by similar reasoning instead of Eq. (14.9), that, 

i- t 
and instead of Eq. (14.11), if b n 6i(f/J,'-RT(3A) is negligibly small com

i··O 
pared with VA, that 

(14.13) 

In the further special case of a gas, when the assembly is ideal 
with respect to every component we have according to our definition 

that, ((l!lf~) = 0, since the pressm:e varies nothing but the concentra-
'OP T . 

tion of ideal components. We have hence according to Eq. (14.8), that, 

RT(3-f/1J = 0, i = 1, "', S (14.14) 

or taking the fact thereby that PB = ° or Jl = P A into account and 
dropping subscript A that, 

i-a 
Pv= ~n5iRT 

i-O 
(14.15) 

i.e. the ideal gas law. It may be noted that Eq. (14.14) is conversely 
satisfied by Eq. (14.15) inasmuch as (3 = lIP and VJ,' = RTjP according 
to th9 latt:lr. 

For a general homogeneous fluid we defiae F~,l, 'F~,l and Z;',l as 
that, 

F~.l = F~-R1'log N 6 

FJ"l = PJ,-RTlog N° 
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Z;.l = Z;-RTlog N 8 (14.16.Z) 

It follows immediately from Eqs. (14..16), (14.5), (13.22.f.L), (13.21.p.) and 
(13.23.Z) that, 

8 -6 --6 --8 -6 
PI = F V •1 = Fp •1+PV p = Zp.1 (14.17'Jl-~ 

and from Eqs. (14.16), (14.17.fL) and (13.23.V) that, 
.. 

remembering that, -

-6 -~ 

SV.l and SP.l are defined as follows; 

~6 S-o RI N6 SV.l = v+ og 

8;.1 = S;+ R log N° 

(14.17.P) 

(14.17.N) 

(14.18.V) 

(14.18.P) 

We have on the other hand differentiating p.6 of Eq. (14.5) with 
respect to T respectively with constant V or P that, 

(14.19.V) 

( aM
O

) = ( a,u~ ) -RTa+ R log N 8 

aT p aT P 
(14.19.P) 

It follows from Eqs.(14.18), (13.22.S), (13.21.S) and (14.19) that, 

- 6 _ ( '(JP.f) - Ii _ ( apf ) 
S V.I - - - a Tv' S P.I - - aT p + RTa 

and from Eqs. (14.18) and (13.23.S) that, 

S-6 '('16 a V-6 
P.I = 0V.l +--;a- p 

lJ:".I. Ut.l and X;'.l are now defined as that, 
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X-& Z-6 +TS,a 
P.I = P.I p.I 

(14.21.Up) 

(14.21.Xp) 

along with the expressions respectively for Dt,., af, and Xf, as derived 
from F..qs. (13.21), (13.22) and (13.23) i.e., 

(14.22.U v) 

(14.22.Up ) 

(14.22.Xp) 

If follows from Eqs. (14.16), (14.18), (14.·~1) and (14.22) that, 

rfs U--6 fiB - U- 6 Xli Xli 
U V.I = v, U P.I - p, ... P.I = P (14.23. U v), (14.23. Up), (14.23.Xp) 

and hence from Eqs. (14.23); (13.24) and (13.25) that, 

(14.24.X) 

- -Ii (a )-6 Uf,.l = UV•I + Tfi-P V p (14.24.U) 

( 'OX:'. I ) = VJ,--T( (IV! ) 
'ilP T 'ilT P 

(14.25) 

In the case of ideal solution for which fJ-t is constant at constant T 
and P the above quantities with suffix 1 are all similarly constant in
dependent of N° provided that a and f3 are constant or their shift with 
N li is negligible, as it follows from the above definitions and derived 
l'elations!*). It is usual to regard these quantities the properties of the 
standar-d state of the ideal solution where N° = 1. Here we should 
r-ather treat these quantities as the properties of Our homogeneous 
solution itself, if ideal or not, than have recourse to the standard state. 

(
aFt 1 ) - • • ("') Ftr.l' --aP-. T and hence V;' are constant accordmg to Eq. (14.17.P) mde-

pendent of N0. Hence it follows from other relations the same is true with all quantities 
sliffixed with 1. 
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In the' case of a gas the indep~ndency of a, {3 and hence of V J, is 
strictly secured with the following particular values as derived from Eq. 
(14.15), 

IT. == 1 
T' 

-I) RT V p = ---
p 

(14.26.fl), (14.26.{3), (14.26.V) 

Eqs. (14.17), (14.20), (14.21), (14.24) and (14.25) assume now the parti
cular forms:-

R 1r::: ";j v~ 

(14.17) 

(14.20) 

(14.21)} 
(14.24) 

(14.25) (Of;Lt = 0 

CHAPTER III 

APPLICATION ~-1 EQUILIBRIUM 

Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac Statistics. 

(14.27./£) 

(14.27.S) 

(14.27.U) 

(14.27.X) 

Assuming both Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac gas are as a whole 
describable by an appropriate petit quantum canonical ensemble, the 
mean population or the distribution function j. of quantum state Us of 
energy f. for individual molecules o's is given by 

j" = Q x~,,(ll[ + lx8o.(ol:+-~~8"d20) ±3)( 8"s5il61j- ___ ._ 

8"s(0) + 8 0 ,(6) + 8",,(26) + 80s(80) + ... 
(15.1) 

where 8".(\10) denotes the probability that)) pieces of o's simultaneously 
occupy the elementary state us, which vanishes for )) > 1 according to 
the Pauli principle in the case of Fermi-Dirac gas. 

9",(\10) in the case of Bose-Einstein gas may be written according to 
the de;finitions Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) that, 
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The denominator of the third member of Eq .. (15.2) simply equals 
(p6)" according to the approximation of § 4, provided that v is not very 
large. 

The first factor of the numerator equals q~. according to Eq. (2.2), 
. ' 

i.e. 

(15.3) 

which may be evaluated as folIo'Ys : since Bose-Einstein statistics attributes 
the same statistical weight to every possible distribution of N molecules 
in the gas over all elementary states and to the total energy the sum 
~ Vtet of individual energies E/S of all molecules respectively at quantum 

c 
states u/s, GC".{O) is the summation of Boltzmann factors of ~ Vtet Over 

t 

all possible distribution of N molecules with the constraint Vs = 0 i.e. 
that of N molecules over all a/S except us. GCIi:{Ii) is similarly that of . 
N + 1 molecules with the constraint Vs = 1 or that of N molecules over 
all ut's except Us which holds N + I-th 8. It follows that there is one to 
one correspOr1dence between Boltzmann factors of the two series relevant 
respectively to GC:CO) and to DCo(o) so that everyone of the former series 

'. differs from the corresponding Oile of the latter by a factor e- iCT • \Ve 
have thus, 

or according to Eq. (15.3), 

_~.!.L 
qO =e kT 

<1, 

(15.4) 

(15.5) 

It is shown similarly the remaining factors of the numerator equals qO 
as 

, '. 
or e --"T so far as the pre111ise of the Bose-Einstein statistics goes. 

We have ,hence in place of Eq. (15.2), that, 

8",(.Ii) = (q~)p~t8o.(o) (15.6) 

or substituting 8 0 .(.6) from Eq. (15.6) into Eq. (15.1), 
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(15.7) 

Owing to the above approximation fs is given by Eq. (15.7) only 
when the power series of the numerator and denominator converges or 
(q~ Ipoy for large I) is insignificant. In that case when qO Ipo < 1 Eq. 
(15.7) is written in the form, ". 

qo/po 
f, = ---~~---

B 1-q!.!po 

or expressing qO by Eq. (15.5) and pO by the corresponding reversible 
"s 

work e = -kTlogpo, 

(15.8) 

Remembering, on the other hand, that 19"d'o) = 0 for I) > 1 in the 
case of Fermi-Dirac gas, we arrive, by a similar reasoning but without 
resorting to the approximation as above, at the distribution function, 

§ 16. Homogeneous Equilibrium. 

The equilibrium relation Eq. (6.2) readily affords the equation, 

li( ?a:),,;! = /j(~Qa~)~r 
N°a NOb 

(16.1) 

for the equilibrium between two sets of components, 

SA = b 1):;0:; and OB = :2:; I)rSr; 
a b 

in a homogeneous fluid by substituting po's from Eq. (5.5), or 

KN = ll(~or)"r_ = jjJ9ar)"~ 
Ji(NlJ:!y:; Jj(Qa:;) 11:-

(16.2) 

where KN is a constant independent of Na:;,s or the equilibrium constant 
provided th2t o;ts are all, ideal components<*). 

(*) See p. 27. 
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§ 17. Heterogeneous Equilibrium-I. 

\,. e treat in this section the simplest 'case of heterogeneous equi
librium i.e. the equilibrium between molecules of one kind adsorbed each 
on one of identical cites on a crystal surface and the molecules of the 
same kind in a homogeneous fluid. Our model of the crystal surface 
consists· in general of small segments of lattice planes, each lattice point 
Or a cel tain set of lattice points on anyone of them providing 3; cite 
o-A for an adsorbed molecule where QIi Or N° in Eq. (5.5) is concentrated, 
each segment being however big enough so that geometrically congruent 
o-A'S on that segment are practically physically identical. ' 

Because of the equilibrium we have according to Eq. (6.2) that, 

where Da or Oh denotes adsorbed molecule or that in the homogeneous 
fluid respectively. Expressing pO" by Eq.(5.1) and pOn by Eg. (5.5), we 
have, dropping subscripts a and h, 

(17.1) 

If any cite IS either occupied by Oa or else evacuated with certainty, 
'vye have, 

8 = 9 11(0) = 1-90 (0) (*) (17.2) 

where 8 is the degree of adsorption identified with 9 11(6). 

Eliminating 8 11(,1) and 8 11 (0) from Eqs. (17.1) and (17.2), we have; 

~ ___ = q~_N° 
1-8 QIi 

(17.3) 

Introducing a further approxiglation that each molecule adsorbed on 
a cite behaves like that in the 'homogeneous fluid in a cavity of the 
magnitude 10-1, within which the potential energy being constantly lower 
than that in the homogeneous fluid by ~11' we have by similar reasoning 
as in the case of Eq. (5.4), tbat, 

( "') This can not be the case when 0 is allowed tooecupy any cite which partly 
overlaps with rI. ,. 
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e" q! = 10"1 QOe kT~ (17.4) 

Substituting the above expression in Eq. (17.5), the latter assumes a 
more familiar form, 

8 I I' .0~N° .-~ = 0" ekT 
1-8 

(17.5) 

which gives the Langmuir's adsorption isotherm. 

§ 18. Heterogeneous Bquilibrium-2. 

We proceed in this section to a bit more complicated case when 0 
in the homogeneous fluid splits, when adsorbed, into two parts 01'8 each 
occupying a cite as an adsorbed molecule in the foregoing example. The 
equilibrium relation Eq. (6.2) is now 

which gives, when pO and p~l ai'e substituted respectiYely from Eqs. (5.5) 
and (5.1), the relation, 

• (18.1) 

Eliminating 9 0 (0) and' 8 0 (0) from Eq. (17.2) and (18.1) as in the foregoing 
section, we have, 

1-8" '-Qc o' . ·~·aO = /. __ e "0 1\' .N° 
(18.2) 

§ 19. Heterogeneous Equiu'bri'um-3. 

In this section we treat another case, when any' one of identical 
cites, is either vacant or occupied by anyone of molecules of the several 
components of a homogeneous fluid. 

We have immediately that, 

(19.1) 

whereas for individual bi similarly as m the case of Eq. \17.3). that, 
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(19.2) 

and henceforth from Eqs. (19.1) .and (19.2), that, 

(19.3) 
., 

where tJ, is the degree of adsorptio:1 of i-th component identified with 
(jo(od . 

Substituting the approximate 
have Eq. (19.3) in the form, 

expression for qll, from Eq. (17.4) we 
o 

" 
(19.4) 

1+ ~ i 0" I N Oie---Iif 
i 

where Co, is Co for 0,. An expression identical with Eq. (19.4) is arrived 
at by HUckel(l) by a special reasoning. 

~ 20. Heterogeneous Equilibriurn-4. 

In this section we develop a method of deriving the adsorption iso
therm allowing for the mutual interaction among adsorbed molecules. 

Our method will first be exemplified with the case when the molecules 
D's of only one kind from a homogeneous fluid are adsorbed in equilibrium 
each on one of the identical cites o"'s allayed on a plane square 'pattern, 
the interaction being significant only between directly neighboring ad-

t 
sorbed molecules. 

We denote our assembly, consisting of the adsorbent attached with 
a definite number of o's and the homogeneous fluid, by C with appropriate 
subscripts: COo(O) or CootS) thus denotes that with its particular cite 
0"0 evacuated or occupied respectively, COs(O) or Cos(a) that with O"s, one 
Of four direct neighbors of 0"0 numbered by s = 1, 2, 3 or 4, evacuated 
or occupied respectively, CI:(O) that with the set of all five cites 0"0 and 
O"s's, denoted by .L;, are evacuated, and finally Co that without any such 
constraint. 

DCo is now expressed in terms of C1;(O) , pa, q!(O) , ~ mid '1], the latter 

(1) Hiickel;" Adsorption und Kapillarkondensatlon ", Leipzig 1928, p. 217. 
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two as described below taking care of the mutual interaction, as that, 

(20.1) 

where to etc. denote respectively 1 or 0, according as 0'0 etc. is ocupied 
or not, 2:; the summation over all possible sets of values of to etc. 

t, . t1 • t! • t3' t4 

We see with regard to Eq. (20.1) that 
qn 

o.t) would give the factor 
pO 

of muitiplication of Zs when one of 0 is picked up from outsicip and 

~ (

qo )to-+tl+t!+t3+t4 
planted on any vacant cite of 2:;, and hence-l),()- the 

pI! 
to-' .1. 

factor to be multiplied to OCI:(O) for making up OCo if the mutual 
interaction were absent. The factor ~ or r; gives now the extra factor 
of multiplication either due to the interaction of each adjacent pair of 
adsorbed molecules inside 2:;, or due to the interaction between one of· 
them and others outside ~ respectively. They may differ fro111. unity 
except for 0'0 and is the same for 0'1, 0"2, 0'3 and 0'4 because of the 
symmetry of~. Carrying 'out the summation we have, 

(20.2) 

OCo,tO) or OC"o(lJ) is given respectively by the first or the second term 
on the right hand side of Eq. (20.2), which is the part of the summ~tion 
of Eq. (20.1) respectively corresponding to to = 0 or to = 1, i.e., 

(:~0.3) 

(20.4) 

OCO ,(6) is given as the part of the sum corresponding to t8 = 0 as that, 

(20.5) 

The degree of adsorption () or 9 00(0) is now given according to Eqs. 
(2.3), (20.2) and (20.4) in the form, 
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(20.6) 

We now deduce in accordance with Bethe and Peierls<*) that DC"o(o) 

must equal DCo,(o), since (To and Us are physically identical, i.e. according 
to Eqs. (20.3) -and (20.5) that, 

(20. ?) 

Eliminating r; from Eqs. (20.5) and (20.7) we have 0 as a function 
of pO, I]~.o and~. 

The p6 is given by the equilibrium relation as in § 17 and § 18 as 
the. function of' the concentration or pressure in' the homogeneous fluid. 

The q~.o is according to the definition is given as the ratio of £lMo" to 
OM, where M; is the adsorbent in the fluid with only one 0 adsorbed at 
u and M the latter without adsorbed o. 

With the approximation that the 0 and the rest of the assembly are 
each at thermal motion reciprocally in the mean potential field of the 
other and that the height of energy levels of M proper above the 
energy at rest remain unchanged by adsorhing 0, £lit!; may be ex
pressed by factors as that, 

'0 

OM: = OM'e- kTOO 

and h811ce we h~~ve for (!~.o, 

(20.8) 

where Do is the Zs of (; moving in the mean potential field of M or the 
sum of Boltzmann factors of Elgenwerts referred to the minimum eo of 
the mr:mn potential. 

The factor ~ is estimated again with the approximation that each of 
the t\VO adiorbed molecules interacting moves reciprocally in the mean 
potential field of the other, the height of individual energy levels above 

(*) Betbe; Proe. -Roy. Soc. London A 150 (1935), 552. Peierls; Proe, Cambridge 
Phil. Soc. 32 (1936), 471. 
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. the minimum potential energy remaining unaffected by the interaction. 
The interaction contributes thus simply a constant term u to the Eigen-

. . 
werts of the whole assembly or a constant factor ~ = e - /iT to the ZS. 
The ~ may thus be obtained by evaluating u prope"y. 

Okamoto, Horiuti and Hirota(*) estimated q~.o and t; after this manner 
in developing their theory of the hydrogen electrode process. 

The present method may readily be extended to the case when the 
pattern of cites is of less symmetry and the allowence is made for the 
interaction between remoter molecules than'directly neighboring. Attri
buting different extrafactor of multiplication 1] to every symmetry class 
of (J"8'S appropriate to respective symmetry operation with respect to. 2: 
and different t; to every pair of cites of different relative position in b, 
De"o' DC".(o) , DG"s(o) and DC"o(~) are given by DC1:(o) multiplied by a 

. f t' . f & 0 , d '~, unc IOn 0 p , q a e, 1] S an ~ s. 
The degree of adsorption e is given as in the previous cases by 

DG"o(8)/DCo which is expr,~ssed in t~rms of q~.o, pO, es and 1]'s. But since 
we have so many different expressions for o C"" (0) as the number g of 
symmetry classes ·of (J".:s as well as Deao(o) which are to be set equal to 
each other, we have g indepe!1dent relations among ",,'s, pO, q~.o and es. 
Solving 1'/S th~l','.'from and substituthg the latter into the expression for 
e, we have e 1'1 terms of po , q~.o and ~'s. Since po is in turn detE'rmhed 
by the equilibrium relation, we obtain estimating q~.o and ~'s properly as 
In the previous case, e a3 a funetion of the concentration of molecules 
.~n the homogeneous flliid i.E'. ti1;:) adsorption isotherm. 

An actual calculation by the method outlined above will be pre&-nted 
in lil.ter papers. 

CHAPfER IV 

APPUCA TION - II. CHEMICAL REACTION IN GENERAL 

~ 21. The Scope and Procedure oj A/Jphcation. 

A t the preSeiit stage of the chemical kinetics a reaction is taken as 
the over-all result of a sequence of elementary reactions, the sequence, 
which adequately describes the experimental result in comformity with 

( .. ) Ok31:.oto, Horiuti and Hirota; Sc. Pap. Inst. Phys. Chern. Res. Tokio. 29 (1936). 
2Z3. 
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the stoichiometrical relation or the chemical equation, being called its 
mechanism. According to the postulate is our procedure now the 
statistical mechanical description of the individual elementary reactions 
and hence of the over-.all rate synthesizing the latters. 

Another postulate underlying to the current procedure in the chemical 
kinetics is that the rate of. elementary reactions is determined at a given 
tempe1."ature and external parameters solely by the momentary chemical 
composition of the assembly involved not depending on the history or 
explicitly on tIme. We might advance amplifying the latter a postulate 
in its place in detailed statistical mschanical terms thus affording an 
exact basis for the application of our procedure. 

Consider an assembly which would be derived from the observed one 
if left standiJ?g under the prescribed external coddition to attain an 
equilibrium. The elementary reaction will be there going on in either 
direction more or less fluctuating the chemical composition. 

The canonical ensemble of the assembly at equilibrium will of course 
consist of overwhelming majority of examples of the chemical compo"ition 
close to the average at equilibrium, but a few, if exceptional, will have 
the chemical composition of the observed assembly, where so-called ir
reversible reaction is in general in progress. We postulate now that 
the chance with which a particular elementary reaction occur to the 
assembly as well as its momentary properties is given as the average 
over that part of the ensemble which happened to have the momentary 
chemical composition of the assembly. 

We call the assembly in thermal eq;uilibrium if thus describable and 
the corresponding part of ZS that of the assembly. In terms of the Zs 
we define A's of the assembly just as in the case of those in complete 
equilibrium. Taking the fixed chemical compositio'1 as the microscopic 
constraint the whole theory of A developed in Chapter II is appJicabh~ 

for the assembly at thermal equilibrium. 
After we have defined in the next section the reaction of the parti

cular type we are going to deal with, we advance in § 23 the expression 
for the rate of the elementary reaction at thermal equilibrium derived 
on the bisis of the above postulate. 

The over-all chemical reaction to be composed of elementary reactions 
is generally expressed bYj 

(21.1) 
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where j)L or OR denotes reactant or resultant consisting generally of 
e8.ch ~ pieces of of or of each v;: pieces of 0;:, so that, 

(21.2.L), (21.2.R) 
r 

We call, on the other hand, the set of elementary particles involved 
in the elementary reaction generally the reaction complex and that at 
the state before or after the elementary reaction in particular the initial 
or final complex in distinction respectively from the reactant or resultant 
of the over-all reaction. The initial and the final complex are in general 
taken as consisting respectively of each vI pieces of molecules of and 
each vJ ones of of so that, 

(21.3.1), (21.3.F) 

The simplest mechanism is that of the reaction consisting of only 
one elementary reaction. The reaction of this mechanism will be called 
the simple reaction. In general, however, the sequence needs not even 
be a consecutive one but branched, multiple one so that .~everaI different 
courses are available for a reactant to pass into the resultant. The 
type of sequences or the mechanism of the reaction going to be dealt 
with is that, inclusive of the simple reaction, of the steady reaction 
with a rate-determining step, proceeding at thermal equilibrium. 

In § 24 we express the rate in terms of A's. The expression is now 
ready for various particular. applications in later sections. 

§ 22. The Steady Reaction with Rate-Determining Step at Thermal 
Equilibrium. 

It is meant by steady reaction such one as that the rates of creation 
and consumption of every intermediate product are practically balanced 
and by the rate-determining step an elementary reaction which is neces
sary for the reaction to proc~ed at all and has a negligibly small rate 
in either direction compared with that of any other constituent elementary 
reaction of the reaction. 

The following may be inferred from thus detailed. definition. 
( i) The initial complex of the rate-determining step of the reaction 

is most probably transferred into the reactant rather than into the final 
complex, and the final complex into the resultant rather than into the 
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reactant or in other word that an initial complex of the rate-determining 
step originates practically all iq the reactant and the final complex 
practically certainly pass into the resultant, and hence that one act of 
the rate-determining step is necessary and sufficient for the reaction 
complex of the rate-determining step to complete the reaction i.e. to· 
pass from the state of the reactant to that of the resultant. 

( ii ) The excess of the rate of any elementary reaction in one direc
tion over that in the reversed direction must be equal to or smaller(*) than 
that of the rate-determining step for the reaction to proceed steadily or 
without accumulation of the intermediate product. But since the rate 
in either direction of the rate-determining step itself is negligible com
pared with either of any other elementary reaction, the same must be 
true with the excess. It follows that for any other elementary reaction 
than the rate-determining one the excess is negligibly small compared 
with its rate in either direction, or in other word both the rates are 
practically balanced. 

§ 23. The Rate. of the Elementa.ry Reaction. 

The rate of elementary reaction which proceeds adiabaticalEy inside 
an assembly at thermal equilibrium is derived as follows :(1)(2) 

7 T DCZ* ;; = /C!~_u (23.1) 
h f),'Io T 

~vo 

6* ,T 

The DCo or DCo
o is the classical approximation of the Zs of the 

assembly ct or ct i.e. of the assembly Co or definite chemica! compo
sition augmented by the critical complex 0* or by the initial complex ~;I. 

Coo,," is defined as C~1i at a particular configulation corresponding to 

the minimum of DC;, where Coli is an assembly consisting of Co of 
definite chemical composition and the reaction complex 8 within the 
latter with its representative point in the <;on~ulation space resting on 
a hypersurface separating the region corresponding to the state of c/ 
of "8 from that of OF. The hypersurface thus determined is called the 

(*) The excess may be smaller than that of the rate-determining step when tbe 
course is branched. 

(1) Horiuti; Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, Katayama Commem. Vol. 13 (19.38), 210. 
(2) Hirota and Horiuti; Sc. Pap. lnst. Phys. Chem. Res. 34 (1938), 1174. 
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critical surface and "8 at the corresponding particular state the critical 
complex S*. 

The transmission coefficient /C in Eq. (23.1) is defined as follows: we 
consider the representative points of the part of canonical ensemble, 
referred to in § ~2, appropriate to the chemical composition of the 

assembly eli. Because of the microscopic reversibility, however,· the'" 
flow of the representative points through the critical surface is balanced 
by the: reversed one. The transmission coefficient /C is now the ratio of 
the number of representative points which complete the elementary 
reaction over that which transit the critical surface in either direction. 

It follows from the definition of £lct and /C the latters are the same for 
the reverse elementary reaction. The rate v of the reverse elementary 
reaction is hence given by, 

(23.2) 

The derivation of the above expression has nothing to do with some 
equilibrium relation between the initial and the critical complex and is 
generaIIy applicable to the assembly at thermal equilibrium not being 
restricted to the case of the reaction complex behaving dynamically 
independent. Nor it presupposes the existance of the saddle point of. 
the potential energy and its being determinant of the rate. As shown 
later the expression thus derived includes that of Eyring(1) or of Evans 
and Polanyi(2) as its special case. 

§ 24. Classification of Reaction and Different Expressions for the Rate. 

Eqs. (23.1) and (23.2) for the rate of the elementary reaction may 
readily expressed according to Eq. (2.1) in terms of .<'s, i.e .. 

(24.1.;~), (24.1.v) 

where 

(24.2.I), (24.2.F) 

(1) Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935). 107. 
(Z) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 31 (1935). 875. 
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according to Eqs. (4.1), (21.3.I) and (21.3.F). The function po* in Eqs. 
(24.1. ) and (24.1.v) may either be expressed according to Eq. (5.1) in 
the form, 

(24.3) 

or according to Eqs. (5.5) and (5.3) in the form, 

* QO* 
Po = ---, where 

N°"" 
(24.4), (24.5) 

and 0-* denotes a small cavity of molecular dimension housing the centre 
of gravity of 0* within. Substituting pO* from Eq. (24.3) or from (24.4) 
into (24.1), we have, 

(24.6.v), (24.6.i') 

or 

(24.73;), (24.7.1·) 

We call along with § 14 an elementary reaction homogeneous, if 
Q6* and hence N 6* remain constant all over the space concerned, or 
heterogeneous, if QIi* and hence N°* are concentrated at cite 0-* of the 
similar description as that of o-A in § 17. A reaction will be called 
homogeneous or heterogeneous according as its rate-determining step is 
either. 

Eq. (24.6) may conveniently be transformed as follows for the home
geneous elementary reaction. N Ii* being the concentration of only one 
0* exsisting in the assembly(*), it may be identified with the reciprocal 
of volum-e V of the homogeneous fluid where 0* is in. We obtain thus 
from Eq. (24.6), that, 

(24.8.v), (24.S.v) 

where VI and VI are respective rates per unit volume. 
~-~.~----

(,,) Cf. § 23. 
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Eq. (24.7) is on the other hand transformed for the heterogeneous 
elementary reaction occurring in identical cites o-*'s of total number Z. 
ocr, pO* and 9 0 *(0*> involved in the expression are, now in accordance 
with ~ 23, those of the assembly containing one 13* in either one of <T*. 
It follows that G90 *(0*> = 1 or 9 0 *(0*> = l/G i.e. that Eqs. (24.7) assumes 
the form, 

(2.1.9.11) 

where A is the area of the surface and G1 is the number of <T*'s per 
unit area. The total rate may be obtained by simply summing up 
i\ oriit of Eq. (24.9.v) or (24.9.v) with respect to all kinds of cites. 

CHAPTER V 

APPLICATION-III. THE CHARACTERISTIC 
NUMBER OF THE REACTION 

§ 25. The Order of Reaction. 

The order m of a reaction has hitherto been taken the characteristic 
number of the reaction and the most important information about the 
mechanism. 

LBt the homogeneous fluid of our assembly contain members or's of 

the reactant respectively at concentrations Nbh s but none of the resul

tant, the former passing over into the reactant at a rate :;0 per unit 
. vol arne of the fluid. The number m is expressed as that, 

(25.1) 

a log;o The individual term on the right-hand side of Eq. (25.1) gives 
a log Nbf 

what is called the order of reaction mf with r.espect to of i.e. 
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(25.Z) 

We consider on the basis of rate expressions advanced in § 24, how 
the order of reaction indicates the mechanism, first with the homogeneous 
simple reaction(*), assuming throughout that " remains constant with 
progress of the reaction. . 

and 

We have, in this case according to Hie definition, 

tiL == til. OR ==;; ijI" 

.L 01 oR (JF" 
pO === P , P === P 

(25.3) 

(25.4.L), (25.4.R) 

where i\ is the rate of the elementary reaction reckoned per unit volume 
of the homogeneous fluid. Expressing }JoI and }JoR acaording to Eqs. (4.1) 
and (21.2) in the forms, 

(25.5.L), (25.5.R) 

we have by Eqs. (25.3), (25.4.L), (25.5.L), (5.5) and (24.8.:[;), that. 

-+ kT Qo* I oL ilL 
ro = " ~- - ------ IJ(N I) I 

1 ! ~L L 
l I1(Q u l )"1 

(25.6) 

i.e. that ro is proportional to IlcN°[yf provided that components of 
variable concentration behave ideal so that Q~'s remain constant in the 
course of the reaction. The order is now given according to Eqs. (25.1), 
(25.2) and (25.6) as that, 

1 

and 

m==bvf 
I 

mf = vf 

(25.7) 

(25.8) 

The order of reaction mf with respect to tif hence equals the number 
of the molecule tif reacting and m the total number of such molecules. 

( * ) see p. 43. ; 
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Conversely. if observed value of mf respectiv.ely equals the stoichiometrical 
coefficient "f of the chemical equation, the mechanism may well be that 
of the simple reaction but not necessarily. 

In the case when the simple reaction is heterogeneous the same IS 

true with 111 and mf, since ;0 or 1h is, as in the previous case, propor
!. aL JJL 

tional to fI{ N j) 1 in the homogeneous fluid according to Eqs. (25.3), 
\ QJL 

(25.4.L), (2i).5.~), (5.5) and (24.9.v), provided that QOf,s and q~!t9o*(U) in 

Eq. (24.9.v) remains constant. 

Passing now to the homogeneous reaction consisting of several ele
n1entary reactions, where every component of variable concentration 

behaves ideal, we first observe that ;0 is proportional to V'1 of the rate-' 
determining step, if not identical with, as in the case of simple reaction, 

that ;'1 in tUrn depends solely on pol of the step because of the ideality 

according to Eq. (24.8.;), that pi/ in turn is combined solely with pO["s(*) 

because of the equilibrium relation Eq. (6.1) prevailing, according to 
§ 22, (ii), with all other elementary reactions than the rate-determining 

oL . ,- aI• . 
step, and that p I In turn depends only upon N 1 accordmg to Eq. (5.5). 
The order mf may hence be expressed according to Eq. (25.2) in the 
form, 

Both the first and third differential coefficient of the third memb~r of 

the equation being -1 according to Eqs. (24.8.;) and (5.5), we have, 

I. _ a 10gpaI 

mz - ~---

a 10gpB..f 

which depends on the mechanism of the reaction. 
In the case of the homogeneous para-ortho-conversion of hydrogen, 

if the rate-determining step is the elementary reaction, 

61 aI aT. ~r. 15£ 
(*) Theform of the function p = p (p 1, P 2, "', P 1) depends on the mechanism. 
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If + P-H2 - o-.~ + II 

and hence 
3 

In = rnt =-
2 

The number m or rnf, if determined experimentarily, gwes thus 
a criterion for the mechanism. 

The same is true with the heterogeneous reaction provided that 
component of variable concentration behaves ideal and q~:,9a*(o) in Eq. 

(24.9.;) remains sufficiently constant. 
The above procedure of providing a criterion for the mechanism 

may be useful in the cas~ of the homogeneous reaction, when we can 
often foresee the ideality on the ground of the small concentratiQn of 
variable compositio!1, but less in the case of the heterogeneous reaction 
when we can hardly be sure whether q~:8a*(o) is sufficiently constant 
before we learn anything about the mechanism<*). 

§ 26. The Stoichiometrical Number of the Reaction. 

We first define the rate of the reaction in the forward dh'ection as 

the number b of reactants passing over into the resultant per unit .time. 

; may be experimentally det~rmined by distinguishing reactants originally 
present from those produced by the backward reaction, labelling the 
reactants or resultants, say, by means of isotopes. Since one act of the 
rate-determining step in the forward direction is necessary and sufficient 
for its reacting complex to pass from the state of the reactant into that 
of the resultant<**), we have 

... ... 
/k'o = v 

.. 
(26.1.'0) 

where Jl. is the number of forward acts of rate-determining step required 
to transfer 0.1e reactant completely to a t:esultant. 

(*) Cf. § H4. 
(**) Cf. § 22, (i). 
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The backvvard rate b defined similarly bears a relation to ; that, 

(26.1.b) 

Numerical values of b or b hence depends, although the product 
-+ +-

fL\j or fL\.l is fixed; on the absolute value of the coefficient in the relevant 
chemical equation, where only the ratio among them needs to be fixed. 

We refer here for the sake of concreteness fL' band ; to the smallest 
possible intergral coefficients. We will call the characteristic num berof 
the reactionfL thus fixed the stoichiometrical number and proceed to 
express it in the form accessible to the experimental determination. 

The observable resultant rate ,; of decrease of reactant is given by, 

(26.2) 

We see, on the other hand, that by passing of one reactant over 
into the resultant the Zs of the assembly is mUltiplied by a factor paR /pi;l~, 
inasmuch as the intermediate product of the steady reaction .changes 
meanwhile hardly in concentration(*). The multiplication being, however, 
over-all result of elementary reaction involved, it equals the multiplica
tion due to the rate-determining step poP/poI, raised to wth power i.e. 

(26.3) 

since Zs remains unaffected because of tHe equilibrium relation Eq. (6.1) 
by any oth~ elementary reaction than the rate-determining step accord-
ing to § 22, (ii). r 

The argument poP/poI on the right hand side of Eq. (26.3) equals 

vi; as it follows immediately from Eqs. (24.1.t,) and (24.1.;), i.e . 

.. 
v 

v 
(26.4) 

F' /"++- +- ... ...-

Eliminating now piJ /piJ , v, v and 0 from Eq3. (26.1.0), (26.1.\)10 (26.2), 
(26.3) and (26.4), we have, 

(*) Cf. § 22. 
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or differentiating with respect to, 

or at equilibrium of the reaction when x = 1, 

1 1 (a;) -=-----
fL :; ax E'f 

lEq 

or according to Eqs. (26.6) and (8.12), 

,":here the suffix Eq. signifies the values at equilibrium. 

(26.5} 

(26.6) 

(26.7) 

(26.8) 

The number fL is expresse.d in a slightly different form by differen·· 

tiating ;. with respect to paf: the result is, according to Eqs. (26.5) ,. 
(26.6) and (25.5.L), 

or at equilibrium 

(26.9) 

or by Eq. (8.12), 

(26.10) 

Eq. (26.8) or (26.10) allows us to determine fL experimentally provided 
-. 
UEq is observed for instance by a proper use of isotopes. 
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§ 27. The Stoichiometrical Nunwe'i' Qf the Hyd1'ogen Electrode P1'ocess. 

The fitting of an alternative mechanism to the observed value of P

IS exemplified below with the hydrogen electrode process. 
If the hydrogen electrode reaction written down in the form, 

(27.1) 
has the mechanism, 

(27.2) 

Le. if Hz splits first into adsorbed hydrogen atoms and then each atom 
dissociates further into a hydrogen ion H+ and a metal electron € of the 
electrode and the latter step is tile rate-determining, It is 2, since then 
the step should take place twice as frequently as' the total reaction. 

If on the other hand, the mechanism is such that, 

(27.3) 

or that Hz splits first into the hydrogen molecule ion Hz+ and a metal 

electron determining the rate, and ~c then further into 2H' and E, p

must be 1. 
The experimental determination of p- in the case of the hydrogen 

electrode process on platinum has been carried out by Horiuti and 

Ikusima(l). The resultant current bEq in Eq. (26.8) was measured by the 

electrode current, while bEq by the rate of the exchange reaction between' 

the hydrogen gas and the solution around the electrodel2 ' and pc/J/]Jo
R by .... '" 

the relation, 

(1) Horiuti and Ikusima; Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokio, 15 (1939), 39. 
(2) Horiuti and Polanyi; Nature, 132 (1933), 819. 

Horiuti and Hirota; Sc. Pap. LP. C.R. Tokio, 30 (1936), 151-

(27.4) 

(*) Eq. (27.4) is derived as follows. For the reversible hydrogen ejectroo~ we have 
the equilibrium relation according to Eq. (6.1), i.e. . 

1)HZ = (pH+)2(pi, F 

where Pb is the pO of the metal electron there. But since' the reversible work of trans
fering -F electricity from the reversible electrode into the electrode in question is -FYi 
by definition, we have 

-RTlog P~ / P6 = -FYi 

where p~ is that of the metal electron in the electrode. But since according to Eq. (27.1), 

poL = pH2 and peR = (pH+)2(pti, we have, p6L/poR = (p!J/p' l and hence Eq. (27.4). 
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where F signifies Faraday and 1] the overvoltage of the electrode(*). We 

obtain from Eqs. (26.6), (26.7) and (27.4) noting that poL = poR at equi
librium and hence t} = 0, an expression, 

where 

and ;.. 

-> 
1 _ RT ('i;?:) 

- -, \--
It 2 ~! ,ct] r,=~ 

c/~' 9 

(27.5) 

~ . 
and 'I 81'8 currents corresponding respectively to rates UEq 

HOl'iuti and Ikusima(1) thus found that fL = 1 for the hydrogen 
electrode process on platinum. The mechanism of Eq. (27.3) among the 
two alternatives advanced thus only fits the observed value of fL. 

CHAPTER VI 

APPLICATION-IV. HOMOGENEOUS REACTION 

§ 28. The Rate of the Homogeneous Elementary Reaction. 

We define kX of the homogeneous elementary reaction m accordance 
\vith Eqs. (24.8/V), (24.2.1) and (5.5) as that, 

(~8.1) 

where suffix x signifies, :E v{ or the total number of molecules of the 
i 

initial complex. kX is the "rate constant" as called usually but not 
necessarily a constant imisumuch as Q6'S in Eq. (28.1) may vary if 8's 
are not ideal. 

Denoting the quantities at infinite dilution of variable components by 
suffix 0, we have, 

(28.2) 

(*) The overvoltage is defined as the electrode potential referred to any reversible 
hydrogen electrode in ,the same solution of the same hydrogen concentration as that in the 
direct neighbourhood of the electrode in question. 

(1) Horiuti and Ikusima; Proc. Imp. Acad. Tokio 15 (1939), 39. 
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where 

k1' kt = /Co ~-
It 

Q" fO = (l 

QI) (28.3), (28.4) 

. 
fB may. be identified with activity coefficient inasmuch as it becomes 

unity at the infinite dilution and bears the relation to fLo according to 
Eqs. (28.4), (14.5) and (14.6) that, 

(28.5), (28.6) 

The relation of the form of Eq. (28.5) was advanced by Bronsted(l) 
and Wynne-Jones and Eyring(2) by analogy to thermodynamics regarding 
the activated complex as thermodynamical chemical species without de
fining f6 on the statistical mec'hanical basis. 

In the case of a gas k; is independent of the pressure, Qg's being 
equal to that in vacuum. Qg* is hence calculable with reference to a 
single reaction complex in vaCUUL'l. 

\* 29. The Rate Con8ta.nt due to Eyr'ing, Evans and Pola;nyi. 

Eq. (28.1) or (28.3) is identical in the form with those obtained by 
Eyring(;'), Evans' and Polanyi(4) but not quite in its implication. The 
latter authors derive the identical form of Eq. (28.3) by defining the 
activated complex S;(g) arbitrarilly with reference to the saddle point 
on the potential energy surface of an isolated "3 and by assuming the 
chemical equilibrium between the initial and the activated complex or 

by expressing the concentration Nili,(q) of the latter according to the 
equilibrium rel::;tion Eq. (16.1) as that, 

* Qil~,(g) ,: I I 
NiJE(g) = _ :-," _~___ JI(NOi )Oi 

• ,1 ill 
I1(Qui) i 

(29.1) 

Multiplying the latter by the" universal frequency" k1/h, the frequency 
of transition through the saddle point in the forward direction for o~(g) 
and by the chance /C "that having ouce crossed the barrier. the activated 

(1) Bronsted; Z. physik, Chern. 102 (1922), 109. 115 (1925), 337. 
l2) Wynne-Joned and Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935), 492. 
(3) Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935), 107. 
(4) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 31 (1935), 875. 
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complex does not return "(1), ~hey arrive at the rate expression and hence 
at the identical form of Eq. (28.1). Extending now the latter form by 
analogy, they go back to that of Eq. (28.2) for the elementary reaction 
in liquid, QO* there being, according to them, that of quasi-gas molecule 
moving in the mean potential field of the enviroment. 

It is implied in the theory of Eyring(2), Evans and Polanyi(B) that the 
saddle point is at least approximately narrowest pass on the path from 
th2 initial to the final state. This Hlay be practically true in many 
cases but associated with difficulty in some cases. 

Eyring assumes, for example, in accounting for the negative tem
perature coefficient of the elementary reaction, 

that the activated complex .consisting of the three molecules 2NO and 
O2 has the same minimum potential energy as the initial complex, which 
corresponds to the lowest possible saddle point. As pointed out by O.K. 
Rice(4) however the temperature coefficient cannot he zero or negative 
if such saddle point is even approximately narrowest to pass through. 
This difficulty is of course not associated with the present method where 
the critical complex is originally defined with referrence to the narrowest 
configuration itself. 

Another difficulty with their method is due to the assumption of 
the equilibrium relation between the initial and ,the activated complex. 
We 'consider first the state of equilibrium between the initial and the 
final complex and then that of the irreversible state brought about from 
the former by removing the final complex. If the trs.nsmission coefficient 
is unity Or the reacting complex which transits the state of the activated 
complex forward, originate all in the initial complex, the rate of the 
transition remains of course unaffected by removing of the final complex. 
The equilibrium relation is then applicable in this sense v"hich is assumed 
by Wynne-Jones and Eyring(E) for general validity. 

The assumption is not, however, legitimate even in this sense when 

(1) Eyring; Trans. FamJay Soc: 34 (1938). 41. 
(2) Eyring; J. Am. Chern. Soc. 57 (1935). 985. 
(3) Evans and Folanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 31 (1935). 876. 
(4) O. K. Rice; J. Chern. Fhys. 4 (1946). 53. 
(5) Wynne-Jones 1\nd Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935). 492. 
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the transmission coefficient is appreciably less than unity, or, when only 
a small fraction of the reaction complexes once traversed the activated 
state completes the elementary reaction(*). Admitting with Eyring, Evans 
and Polanyi that the activated state is the narrowest pass throughout 
the course froJ? the initial to the final state, \ve may conclude that at 
equilibrium the activated complex transiting in either direction will 
equally likely reach the initial as well as the final state, and anyone 
there is equally likely having come from the either state. By removing 
now the final complex in this case, the activated complex, which origi
nating in the final complex transits the activated state forward, falls off, 
the total number of activated complexes transiting forward being thus _ 
almost halved. The equilibrium relation is thus inapplicable here even 
in the above sense. 

This latter difficulty is, however, only formal, since the final I'ate 
expression Eqs. (28.1) or (28.3), of the identical form is derived according 
to the present method without resorting to the equilibrium relation. ~ 

It seems to the present author that Fowler(1), Guggenheim and 
Weiss(2) criticises the method of Eyring(3), Evans and Polanyi(4) because 
of the equilibrium relation with the conception of the latter case or that 
of the diffusion-type as called by the present author(5) whereas Eyring, 
Evans and Polanyi(6) defend with the conception of the former case or 
that of the effusion type. They both are justified 'so far as the respective , '. 
extreme case is concerned. 

Rabinowitch(7) Christian"en(R) and Norrish(9) follow a different line of 
developing the th€ory of the elementary reaction from that of Eyring(3), 
Evans and Polanyi(4) 'Nith special reference to the diffusion type. The 

( *) We considet here only elementary reactions which proceeds adiabatically. cf. § 23. 
(1) Fowler; Trans. Faraday Soc. 34 (1938). 75. ]24. 
(2) Guggenheim and Weiss; Trans. Faraday Soc. 34 (1938). 57. 
(3) Eyring; J. Chern. Phys. 3 (1935). 107. 
( 4) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc .• 31 (1935). 875. 
(5) Horiuti; Bull. Chern. Soc. Japan. Katayama Commemoration Vol. 13 (1938). 20. 

Sc. Pap. LP.C.R. Tokio. 34 (1938).-1174: . 
(6) Cf. Faraday Society. General Discussion" Reaction Kinetics" Trans. Faraday Soc. 

34 (1938). 1. 265. 
(7) Rabinowitch; Trans. Faraday Soc. 34 (1938). 113. 
(8) Christiansen; Trans Faraday Soc. 34 (1938). 73; J. Chern. Phys. 7 (1939). 653. 
( 9 ) Norrish; Trans Faraday Soc. 34 (1938). 73. 
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proc8dur~ of the former group of authors seems, however, to be looked 
upon by Eyring as an alternative manner of describing the unique 
reality(*) rather than as dealing, as actually they are, with the other 
extremity of the reality. 

Experimental meterials hitherto found unfortunately fit the picture 
of the effusion type, or equally well the both. It is desirable to find 
examples which, fitting exclusively that of the diffusion type, lead us 
innevitably to the correct synthesis of these antithesis. 

~ 30. The Thennodynamical Fm'm of the Homogeneous Rate. 

In this section the rate and the rate constant will be expressed in 
thermodynamical terminology: it is however neither claimed nor needs 
to be claimed thereby that the critical complex behaves like a thermo
dynamical chemical species or that recognized directly by thermodynamical 
(stoichiqmetrical) procedure; every quantity and relation here dealt with 
are pu~~ly of the statistical mechanical formulation being clad in thermo
dynamical terms . 

. Eq. (24.Lt) for the rate of the elementary reaction is expressed by 
substituting p~'s formally from Eq, (8.12) with due regard to Eqs. 
(24.2.0/ ), (13.21.ft) and (13.22.ft) as follows, 

~i*Fv 
~ kT -~~ kT 
v = K--e RT = {C---e 

h h 
(30.1) 

where 

(30.2) 

Denoting the critical increment 'of any extensive propBrty by prefix 
.1;'" and the associated condition of constant volume or of constant pressure 
respectively by suffix V or P. as above we have from Eqs. (13.21.ft), 
(13.22·ft) and (l3.23.ft) that, 

(30.3) 

and hence Eq. (30.1) in the form, 

(*) Cf. Eyring's comment on the work of Christiansen; J. Chern. Phys. 7 (1939), 654. 
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dl*SV ~1*Uv JI*Sr ,11*Xp .. kT -~ --- kT --- ----~ 
V = f(--e R e RT = f(--~-e R e RT 

II h 
(30.4) 

Eq. (28.1) for kK lS expressed according to Eqs. (14.6) and (14.17.p) 
III the form, 

where 

,11*Fv 1 kT ---' 
kX = f(--e RT 

h 
kT = f(-- e 
h 

JI*Zp.1 
RT (30.5) 

(30.6) 

Defining increments Lij*Uv.i, Ll:*Xp .!, LL*SV.l and LlI*Sp.! of the "standard 
state" similarly as Llj*Fv.! or LlI*Zr.l, kK is further expressed according 
to Eqs. (14.21) in the form, 

kT = f(-- e 
h 

where 

Jl* 1£E. I-::-TJi*SP-,-i 
RT (30.7) 

(30.8) 

Critical increaments and k X are ~onstant at constant temperature 
and pressure provided that components of variable concentration are 
ideal and It, a and (3 remain respectively constant. 

Interrelations among critical increments are readily derived from 
the relations among partial molal quantities developed in § 13 and § 14 
as follows, 

(30.9.F) 

(30.9.S) 

(30.9.X) 

(30.9.FS) 
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( BLl~F~) = (B~CZp) = Ll;*VI 
BP T BP l' 

J *8' J *8 fl Ai* TT 
. I PI = " VI + "''''1 V P , '(3 

J I'" V .11* 
'; ·..l.P,l = IJI X p 

~ , ~ J 
log N* = log N°' - L; J){log N 0, 

).* = 1-:8 vI. 
; 

In :the special case of a gas when, 
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(30.10.F) 

(30.10.S) 

(30.l0.X) 

(SO.lO.FS) 

(30.10.2S) 

(30.l0.FV) 

(30.11) 

(30.12.F) 

(30.12.Sv) 

(BO.12.C) 

(30.12.X) 

(30.13.N) 

(30.13.).) 
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1 1 
0. = -T and (3 = p , 

(30.14.V). (30.14.0.), (30.14.,8) 

Eqs. (30.9), (30.10) and (30.11) assume respectively the forms, 

J/* Fv = Ji* Zp Et LlI* Fp+ v* RT (30.15.F) 

LI/*Sp = LlI*Sv+v*R 

J/* X p = J/*Uv +v*R1' = .11* Up+ v"'RT 

.11*Uv = .11* Up = JI*U 

(30.15.S) 

(30.15.X) 

(30.15.U) 

(aAi~v) = -LitSv, (~I*Zp) =-.11*51' (8L1rtv) = (aLlI:_.?'p) = :.;*R1' 
aT v . aT P 'of' 'T , aP T P 

(30.15.FS), (30.15.ZS}, (30.15.FV) 

LlI*Fv.l = LlI*ZP.l = IJ/*Fp.1+v*RT (30.16.F) 

L11*SV.l = LlI*Z1'.!+v*R (30.16.S) 

j* Xp.! = LlI*UV.l+V*RT = IJI* UP. 1 + v*RT , LlI*Uv.! = IJI* UP. ! 

(30.16.X), (30.16.U) 

(~J* F'V.l) = -LlI* SV! .. (30.16.FS) 
aT v . 

( aLlI*Z~l) = -l1l*Sp 1 +)..*R 
aT p • 

(30,16.VS) 

( aLlI* FV.l) = (~LlJ~F"!) = 0 
'OP T ap 7' 

(30.16.FV) 

( ~LlI;:f~J) T = 0 (30.1S.XV) 

whereas Eq. (30.12) remains intact. 

§ 31. The TemperatU1'e Variation of the Rate and the Rate Constant. 

Our treatment for the variation of the rate with temperature will 
be restricted to the elementary reaction of the effusion type<*) for which 

(*) See p. 57. Cf. Horiuti; Bull. Chern. Soc. Japan, Katayama Commemoration VoL 
13 (1~38), 20. Sc. P3p. LP.C.R. Tokio, 34 (1938), 1]74. 
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/C is constantly unity. The temperature variation of the rate; is readi!y 
expressed according to Eq. (30.1) in the form, 

.:and 

RT2(_ aIOg ;) = RT+~J* Fv-T( aJJ*pv) 
• aT v aT v 

and hence according to Eqs. (30.3) and (30.9), 

2( a lOIT; ) ,* RT .. ----"'-- = RT + JI .xp 
RT p 

-. 
RT2(~Og~) = RT+JJi*Uv 

RT v 

(31.LP) 

(31.1.V) 

(31.4.P) 

(31.4.V) 

The temperature variation of the rate constant of the elementary re
action is expressed in the form of the Arrhenius activation energy by 
differentiation of Eq. (30.5), i.e:-

RT~(' alOgk
X

) = RT+JJJ*ZPI-T(aJI*ZP,l) 
aT p 'aT p 

(31.5.P) 

and according Eqs. (30.8) and (30.10) 

(31.8.P) 

(31.8.V) 

The difference between the above two forms of the temperature 
variation is expressed according to Eq. (30.9.X) as that, 

(31.9) 
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Assuming that T = 300K, ji*Vp = 100cc, a = 1O--3 deg- l , /3 = 1O--4 atm-1 

and tJ* = -1 which corresponds to the ordinary case of the b:moli:,;:;uhr 
elemcmtary reaction in liquid, we find 7 Kcal for th'~ difference 'vhich is 
by no means negligible. 

The expression for the difference is derived by Evans and Po]anyi(l) 
raising the importance of the ,.' Arrh3nius activation energy at constant 

1 "Rl·2( a log lex ) f l'd' f - . I" VOlume--- - or e UCI atlOn 0 the reactIOn meC'1am;;m In 
aT ,v, 

liquid who, rlO'V8ver, leave out the s:~co:ld t3rm tJ* RT2a in he above 
equation. 

The latter term, althoug-h minor in t el3 above example of the liquid 
assembly, becomes so large in ga'3 that it j U 3t c,vlcels the first according 
to Eqs. (30.14). Both the "activatioi1 energies" are now identical with 
each other being given as that, 

R'1'2(_'illOJ_kX) = RT2( 810z leX) = RT+ Jj* U 
8T p aT v 

where 

§ 32. Pressm'e Variah~on (?f the Rate. • 
Our treatment of t0.e pressure var1?t:o'1 IS restricted as noted in 

the foregoing section to the C'lS9 or ,3ff il,:on type. We have readily 
according to Eq.3. (30.1) and (30.9.FV) bat. 

(32.1) 

Similar expression for kt! IS obtahed f,om Eqs. (30.5) and (30.10.FV) 
as that, 

(32.2) 

Differentiating Eq. (31.8.P) with re3P~~t to P witn regard to~q. 
(30.11), or Eq. (32.2) witi) respect to T, VI<'. have, 

(1) Eva:ls and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 31 (1935), 875. 
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3Z logk
X = JI*vp ____ ~_(-aJl*vp) +v*( 3(3) 

aT·ap RP RT aT p aT p 

or 

where 

and 

( aa ) 32 JOg V ( a/3 ) 
8P T = ap·aT = -, aT p 

Evans and Polanyi(l) and Guggenheim(2) derived respectively the similar 

expression for (' ~Ep ') , the former authors, however, leaving out the 
ap T 

term v* RT;(.~) , whereas the latter including a t2rm valid in the 
ap T 

special case of the bimolecular association when v* = -1. 

~ 33. Connnen~ on the Controver's1~es on the Thermodynamical Trea.t1nent 
of the Rate. 

As detailed in the foregoing section due distinction must be made,. 
for exact thermodynamical treatment of the rate, between the partial 
molal quantities and the total quantities on the one hand, and, between 
the critical increments at constant pressure and those at constant volume 
on the other hand except in the case of the gas. Such distinction is of 
course not merely the matter of the thermodynamical treatment of the 
rate, but might be directed back to the pure thermodynamical treatment 
of the equilibrium. 

Less precaution seems to have hitherto been paid on this respect, 
as might naturally be expected 'from the history of the theory of the 
rate developed in analogy to the thermodynamical theory of equilibrium 
in a gas. The situation seems, however, to have resulted in unfortunate 
~onjusions and controversies, which are going to be anaJysed and com-

(1) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 32 (1936), 1333. 
(Z) Guggenheim; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33' (1937), 697. 
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mented upon hereafter in the light of the present thermodynamical 
theory of the rate. 

Moehvyn-Hughes(l) puts forward the following expression for the 
depend211Cc of the Arrhenius activation energy EA on hydrost2tical' pres
sure P. 

EA = ,1( E + p,1j* V{l-T,( a lo~ L1( li') -T( al()g- P) } 
81' p 8T v 

(33.1) .. 
where ,1}* IE or ,1/* V is, ~s he states, the increase in internal energy or 
volume associated with the change from ordinary to activated molecules. 

Ryans and Polanyi(21 advance another expression, 

, * { ( 8 log .1( V) } EA = Eo+PL11 V I-T---
8
,y- p (33.2) 

for the relation, where Eo is EA at P = O. The latter expression may 
be derived along the line of procedure of Evans and Polanyi by neglecting 

R'l,2 ).1*( aa_) , identifying EA to Ep in Eq. (32.8) and integratin~- the 
\ ap T * 

latter with respect P, regarding .11* V{ 1-'F(- ~lO~~L~ ) p} cons~ant. 

Evans and Polanyi(3) claim Moelwyn-Hughes' Eq. (33.1) contradicts thermo
dynamics, because the latter is inconsistent, as they prove, with their 
Eq'. (33.2). 

$ 

Moelwyn-Hughes starts from the assumption that, 

.\*\0 

kf = const e ---wr 

and that 

(33.3) 

(33.4) 

where At CfJ is, as he states, the critical increment of the (Helmholtz's) 
free energy. By differentiation of Eq. (33.3) he arrives at Eq. (33.1). 

In odeI' to folIow his line of reasoning exactly the critical increments 
involved in the. assumption; .1( CfJ, .11* E, L11*.s' and .1i'" V have to be distin
guished with respect to their associated conditions. For being the incre-

(1) Moelwyn-Hughes; Trans. Faraday Soc. 32 (1936). 1723. 
(2) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 32 (1936). 1333. 
(3) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday, Soc. 33 (1937). 448. 
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ment of the Helmholtz's free en~rgy, .11*tp must be anyone of .1J*F'v,) , 
* * * . * * .11 Fp,l, JI Fv and .11 Fp . It must be however elther.11 FV.l 01'.11 F p,) 

rather than JI* Fv or .11* Fp since otherwise, kt depends necessarily on the 
concentrations of the initial complex. The .11* FV,l is expressed according 
to Eqs. (30.8) and (30.10.X) as that, 

JI* FV,l = JI* UP ,1 +PJi* Vp -T.1!*Sp, l 

whereas .1/* Fp,l according to Eq. (30.10.F) as that, 

(33.5.V) 

JI*Fp,1 = .1t'Up,l~T.1I*Sp,) (33.5.P) 

We see that for A/*Vp to persist in the expression of .1/* tp, the latter 
must be expressed by Eq. (33.5. V) which fixes the exact meaning of 
notations in Eq. (33.4). Moelwyn-Hughes' Eq. (33.1) apPears now in the 
form, 

E = AI* U + PAI* V f 1-T( a log .1/* Vp
) -T( a Jog P)} (33.6) 

A lJ P,l Pl aT p a1; v 

By Eq. (33.3), (33.5), (30.8) and (30.10) we have however, either, 
I 

(33.7.P) 

or 

RT2( a log kt) " = .11* U v 
aT .v~ 

(33.7.V) 

Equating the former to the Arrhenius activation energy E A , which is 
according to Evan and Polanyi(l) always to be referred to constant pres
sure, and transforming JI* Xp by Eq. (30.10.X), we have, 

(33.8) 

We see that differential coefficients r( a log JI* Vp) as well as 
aT p 

T(-a l~i,P )v in Eq. (33.6) are here missing, the term -))* RT2a. appearing 

instead. 

(1) Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937), 448. 
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Evans and Polanyi, criticizing Moelwyn~Hughes' procedure of deriving' 

his Eq. (33.1), state that the appearance of the third term T(J10g£) 
aT ' v 

in the parenthesis is due to a mistake of differentiation and by performing 

the differentiation correctly an expression without the term T(~ ]ogf) 
0'1' v 

in coincidence with their Eq. (33.2) is obtained. But w~ see above 
that by carrying out the differentiation more correctly even the term 

'1'( a lo~ ~/* Vp) disappears, which affords a strong feature of resemblance' 
0'1' P -

-of Eq. (33.1). with (33.2). - The erronous tetm T( a l~ ~/* V p) creep~ into 
aT p 

the final expression, if the differentiation of J/* U P,1- '1' ~/* SP,1 with re-
RT 

spect to '1' is incorrectly taken to be ~~~~'1 by analogy to the differen-

tiation of - U -;;:8 at. constant volume, which gives. exactly R~-2 
according to Eqs. (8.8) and (8.10) or by analogy to the differentiation of 

- ~/*~~~'Dj/*~l:'..!. at constant volume resulting exactly in A/*QY.l ac-
RT . RT 

cording to Eqs. (30.8) and (30~10,FS). 
It may be seen that the neglection of the distinction of the partial 

molal quantity from the total quantity and of the associated condition of 
the critical increment is quite misleading. 

Guggenheim(!) developed the thermodynamical theory of the rate 
correctly, arriving -at the identical forms of Eqs. (33.7.P) and (33.8) 
although the distinction between the' constant pressure and the constant 
volume is not explicitly noted or rather all partial molal quantities are 
referred to constant pressure. 

He starts thereby from the. definition of the ideally dilute solution 
with the independent variables of temperature, pressure an<J mol fraction, 
giving quite different formulations for the thermodynamics in gas from. 
that in liquid, whereas here the ideal solution is defined with the homo
geneous fluidJn accordance with Guggenheim's particular form in liquid, 
the other in gas being automatically derived as its special case. We 

(1) Guggenheim; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937). 607. 
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note that the term v*RT 2a, in Eqs. (30.1O.Z8), (31.8.P) and (31.9), taken 
into account 'with its particular value by Guggenheim, takes care, as 
shown in § 30 and § 31, with proper precaution on the condition of partial 
molal quantities, to include the thermodynamics of the elementary reac
tion in gas as the special case. 

On commenting on the papers of Moelwyn-Hughes and of Evans and 
Polanyi on the basis of his theory, Guggenheim(l) objects Evans and 
Polanyi's view that kt should be differentiated at constant presi'lure on 
the ground that measured values of ELl at ordinary pressures as well as 
at hydrostatical pressure are all referred to constant pressure(2), stating 
that" the correct reason of keeping the pressure constant, is that tem
perature, pressure and mol fractions are the independent variables in 
the simple formulffi by which ideal systems have been defined and there-

> fore also in all formulffi derived therefrom "(1). We see no reason why 
we should to be faithful to this set of variables throughout: with proper 
transformations and with proper specifications of associated conditions, 
as shown in foregoing sections, we arrive at even simpler form of the 
temperature variation of lef at constant volume. We quite agree with 
Evans and Polanyi's view of referring measured EA to constant pressure 
and of raising the importance of that at constant volume derivable 
therefrom for the theory of reaction in solution. 

CHAPTER VII 

APPLICATION-V. HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS. 

~ 34. Dependence of the Rate on Concentrations. 

We see from Eq. (24.9) that the rate of the heterogeneous elementary 

reaction varies proportional to pol or, as remarked in §25, to /}(N IJ
{ fJf of 

the initjal complex in the ideal homoge~eous fluid provided 9 0 *(0) in Eq. 
(24.9) sufficiently approximates unity and hence q~! remains constant 
owing to the absence of interaction. 

In the other extreme case when 8<1*(0*) : 1 or the surface is practically 
- * covered by adsorbed molecules OM'S, q~* may be taken cOlfstant, 0* being 

(1) Guggenheim; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937), 607. 
(2) .' Evans and Polanyi; Trans. Faraday Soc. 33 (1937), 448. 
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surrounded by definite sort of molecules. The dependence of the rate 

on Na{,s as well as on N°~'s of molecules 0: in homogeneous fluid, 
whose set, 

IS in equilibrium with adsorbed SM, is deduced as follows. 
Rewriting 8 o*«() according to Eq. (2.4) in the form, 

and noting the relations Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) that, 

DC 6111 

p6
M 

= -Dt~-

we have 

'""C' /ioll 
/ill!. ;u 0*( 0111) 

1]0* = ---'---
DG.r*(O) 

80*(0) 

and 

or substituting 80*«1) from (34.2) in Eq. (24.9), 

(34.1) 

(34.2) 

(34.3) 

W h 'f •. . - OM; 'T • e see now t at 1 80*(O.ll) = 1, C'l vanes proportIOnal) to p pO. I.e. 

(34.5) 

It follows that (I) the rate is proportional to (Noi, "I in the ideal 
homogeneous fluid according to Eqs. (24.2.1) and (5.5), and inversely 

oM ))M 
proportional to (N m) 111 there. 

If in latter case (II) it happens that Ws and S~'s are individually 
identical to each other or that the initial complex Sf itself exclusively 

'1 
occupies CT*, the rate is independent of the concentration N°; 's or of 

NlJ:f"s. If on the other hand (III) of's are partially identical to o~'s the 
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conclusions (1) holds true with the remaining part of o~'s and o:'s. 
The above reasoning about the effect of paM or ii(Na~)y:!. on the

rate affords the th00ry of the catalytic poison. Rather curious conclusion 

that the rate is inversely proportional to ;;(Na~f/~ of OM, even when 
the latter nearly cOvers the catalyst, is correctly arrived at by Laidler, 
Glasstone and Eyring(l), \>vho extended their theory treating the hetero
geneous elementary reaction like a homogeneous one hetween cites and 
molecules. 

~ 35. The Tem]:'fTobl')'e Variation nf the Rate. 

The temperature variation of t,! of the heterogeneous elementary 
reaction of the effusion type(*) is expressed according to Eq. (24.9.v), as 
that, 

.: a log?:t T)T AI*E Alo E-Rl-· _ ... = 1l + 1.11 0* + iJ 0*(0) 
aT 

(35.1) 

where, 

and (35.3.q), (35.3.p) 

Ji~*(O)E, j~*(60.)E and ji~IE are according to Eq. (7.6) increments due to 
the ;process respectively associated with 9 0*(0)' q~: ~nd po" of the average 

energy jjf or of the internal energy of the whole assembly, whose external 

parameters are fixed. dl*Ea* is hence according to Eq. (35.2) the incre
ment caused by bringing Of from somewhere in the assembly into pre
liminarily evacuated 0-* to form 0* there, the JI's are thus increments. 
or internal energy or of enthalpy according as the assembly of interest 
is A. v or A. p respectively(**). 

The alternative expression of the temperature variation is obtained 
b~' differentiating Eq. (34.3) as that, 

( 1) Laidler, Glasstone & Eyring; J. Chern, Phys, 8 (1940), 659, 667. 
(,.) See p. 57. 

C-"''> Cf. § 13 
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(35.4) 

where 

4/MEa* = ~/~ME-JI~*(O'M)E, ~Ie 1ft E = RT2 (J log 19q*(.3
M

) 
!J v 17*(0 ) aT 

(35.5), (35.6.0) 

The latter three quantities are, according to Eq. (7.6) increments due 
to the operation associated respectively with 19q*(<5M), paM and q::t of the 

average energy E or the internal energy of the whole assembly whose 

external parameters are fixed. JI~,,* is similarly as in· the previous 
caSe such increment caused by bringing oM from somewhere in the 
assembly into q*. These increments are those of the internal energy 
or of the enthalpy of the interested assembly according as the latter is 
AI' or A p (*). 

If practically all of 8M's are situated in the homogeneous part of 

the assembly, dIMjjj,,* is identified with the heat of adsorption at constant. 
volume or pressure respectively accordi.ng as the assembly of interest is 
either A v or Ap • 

In the extreme case when 19,,*(0) = 1 or (jq*(a M
) = 1, JI!*(o)E or JI!*W,,)E 

respectively vanishes according to Eq. (35.3.0) or (35.6.8) and hence Eq. 

(B5.1) or (85.4) for RT~ a log v
l assumes respectively the form, 

01' 

(36,7.1) 

or (35.7.11) 

~ I . . 2 a lOQ" ;[.1 b h .. 
"~.S to the re atlVe magmtude of RT -~~ .L.> ~ at the ot extremltles 

aT 

(*! Cf. § 13. 
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and to the temperature region of their appearance, the following may be 
inferred assuming the relation of Eq. (17.2)<*) 

(35.8) 

E . 1 . f f T2 a log 1\ E (35 1 d L' (35 4) quatmg a ternatIve orms 0 R--- -. '..q. .) an r4. ., 
. aT ' 

with dLle regard to Eqs. (35.3.e), (35.5) and (35.6.e), we haw', 

(35.9) 

or by Eq. (35.8) 

(35.10) 

_RTI}_log e and R7T~~I~g (!.=-tV_ "'re 11eC8"SarJ'ly Eq. (3.5.10) shows, since ~ Q 

aT aT _ 
of equal sign, that () increases or decreases 'with increasing temperature 

according as LI/MEo* is negative or positive respectively. Provided that 
the latter is at least approximately constant, the extreme cases () = 0 
and e = 1 should hence respectively appear at lower and higher extremities 

of temperature or r6';e1'se according as ,1/MEo* is negative or positive, as 
s~own by the scheme, 

-----------I-~--~--·-·--·-- --- .-.----~--------

neg. I Temp. lower Temp. higher 

pos. Temp. higher Temp. lower 

On the other hand Eqs. (35.7.1) and (35.7JI) show that RT! a 10~iJl_ 
aT 

• M-
= EH is greater at () = 0 thm: llt e = 1 or rovE'Tsed accordmg as ,1/ E o* 
is neg2tive or positive as shown by the scheme, 

(*) This holds true when the states .-*\0) and .-"'(aM
) are practically only possible 

alternative states of .-*, 190 *(0*) being thereby negligible. Cf. § 17. 
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neg. 

pos. 

8-0 

EH greater 

EH smaller 

EH smaller 

·EH greater 

We see readily, overlapping above two schemes, that EH is always greater 
at the lower extremity of temperature than at the higher. 

log 01 may hence vary linearly with l/RT respectively at the extre
mities, the inclination gradually decreasing over the transcient region by 

the amount \ .1IMEa* I with increasing temperature. In the case when 

.11* Ea* and LljMEa* differ in sign and I .11* E a* i < 1.1I·lfE a* 1, the rate will have 
a maximum or an optimum temperature in the transcient region. If 
we exclude the possibility that @a*(oM) = 1 at higher extremity of tem-

perature<*), only possible case is that LlI"lfEa* > 0 and 8a*(oM) = 0 or 1 
respectively at higher or lower extremity of temperature. 

The two extreme cases corresponding to Eq. (35.7) are recongnized 
I 

by Hinshelwood<l) who treats the heterogeneous elementary reaction in 
extension of the theory of homogeneous one, in terms of .' the l'?te 

constant k'" and of "the apparent heat of activation RT2 a l()g k' of the 
.$ aT 

heterogeneous reaction." Hinshelwood arrives by several assumptions and 
appl'oximations at the relation for the case 8 = 0 that the "apparent 

heat of activati~n, RT2 a l()g-k' " equals "the true heat of activation" 
aT . 

minus "the energy of. desorption." The" true heat of activation" 
is according to him' the heat required to bring up an adsorbed 
reaction complex to the critical complex and the "energy of desorp
tion" the heat required to set the adsorbed reaction complex 

(*j Provided that oAt forms a single molecule in the hOfflogeneous fluid. we have 
according to Egs. (17.5) and (35.10), 

Eq. (17.5) shows on the other hand that 0 increasea with increasing temperature. when 
jiMEcr* or "a is negative, but 0 may approximate unity only when I a l ~M ~ 1 or JM in 
th~ homogeneous fluid is far more .concentrated than at saturation on the boundary, a 
situation which can hardly be realized. , 

(1) .. Kinetics of .ChecnicaI Change in Gaseous System" Oxford (1933), 354. 
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free. His apparent heat of activation equals, however, Rl'!~\():~l_, pro

vided that the " rate constant" is determined at constant Nlif,s throughout 
a range of temperature as is usually done, since he defines the "rate 

constant" as the ratio of the rate to /IcN li f)lIf in a homogeneous fluid. 

Hence RT2 (llog k' or RT2 (llogJ'l at () = 6, which equals except the 
(IT aT 

minor term RT(*1 the increment of if or of U caused by bringing the
initial complex to the critical state in q* according to Eq. (35.7.1)<**\ 
may'simply be divided, if one prefers as did by Hinshelwood, in two 
parts i.e. that due to the process of bringing the initial complex simply 
in,to q* or negative "energy of desorption" and that of raising the initial 
complex there to the critical complex provided that initial complexes are 
situated practically exclusively in the homogeneous fluid. 

For the case when 8q*(OM) = 1 Hinshelwood similarly arrives at an 
. . . R n '! a log k' h f h " f expreSSIOn equatmg '1 --~- to t e sum 0 t e apparent heat 0 

(IT 
activation" and the "energy of .desQrption" of "lIetarding gas." This 
conforms again with Eq. (35.7.II) since the "energy of desorption" of 

M-
the "retarding gas" exactly corresponds to 1.11 E o* of OM. 

We see, however, no advantage to force the rate constant method 
of the homogeneous elementary reaction into the heterogeneous reaction, 
where the "rate constant" is in general by no means a constant, and 
to detail the picture so that the initial complex preliminarily assumes 
the state what is called adsorbed at q* before making the critical complex 

,there. We should rather, specialize the use of the rate constant and its 
temperature variation duly to the homogeneous. elementary reaction and 

( ;;) Since the statistical average of kinetic energy of the mode of motion normal to 
the critical surface amounts just to RT if reckoned per mol of the critical" complex [Tem
kin; Acta Physicochim. U.R.S.S. 13 (1940), 733.], the right hand side of Eq. (85.7.1) gives 
the increment of i!J reckoned per mol of reacting complex caused by bringing the initial 
over into the critical complex transiting the critical surface. 

(**) If () =t= 0 or q* is not preliminarily evacuated with certainty, the latter process 
must be associated with the more or less additional increment for clearing up q* which 
amounts as lliuch as to 6I MEo* in the extreme case of Eq. (35.7.II) when 0 = 1. 
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d I d· I . h-·' d R1,2 a log 1\ . h . d' h' t d'te ea lfect y WIt Vl an . --_. ~-- WIt out mtro ucmg t e III erme Ia 
• aT 

state, which may even be fictitious. 

~ 36. The Rate Expression Allowed for' the Mutual Interaction among 
Adsorbed Molecules. 

W~ will now formulate the rate of the heterogeneous elementary 
reaction allowing for the mutual interaction among adsorbed - molecules 
with an example of the catalytic atomization of hydrogen on the surface 
of a metallic catalyst. 

Our assembly will consist of a metallic catalyst in the hydrogen 
atomosphere, where the catalysed dissociation of hydrogen molecules is 
going on, each of them changing into a pair of adsorbed hydrogen atoms. 
Metal atoms of our catalyst are allayed as in § 20 on a plane square 
pattern, each affording one of identical cites (T'S for an adsorbed hydrogen 
atom whereas each adjascent pair proving (T* for the critical complex 
H:, which consists of two hydrogen atom. ' 

Expressing pSI of the initial complex S1 according to Eq. (5.5) in the· 
form, 

QH. 
p,;Z = _ .-~ 

NH~ 
(36.1) 

and pii" of SF, which consist of two hydrogen atoms, according to Eq. 
(4.1) in the form. 

JJi/ = (pH)2 

we haY8 according to Eq.(24.9) 

~ kT G H2*£1 (H)-2 Vt = f(_.-;_. lQo* 0'0*(0) 1) 
Il 

(36.2) 

(36.3,t') 

(36.3. i') 

These expt'essions for the rate will be developed into the form 
accessible to the numerical calculation taking the mutual interaction 
among adsorbed molecules into account, but neglecting that between 
latters and molecules in the homogeneous fluid and assuming that any
cite (T is either occupied by H or else vacant i.e. that, 
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8 = 9 0 (H) = 1-@0(0) (36.4) 

For the first approximation it is assumed that the tldditionaJ re
. versible work(*) required to bring up a hydrogen atom or the critical 
~omplex to a cite due to surrounding adsorbed hydrogen atoms is pro
portional to their degree of adsorption 0, i.e. that 

-RTlogrl: = -RTlogq;!,o+Ow (36.5.H) 

and 

where - RT log q~: 0 or - RT log q!~*o is the' reversible work reckoned per 
mol required, in the absence of interaction, to bring up a hydrogen atom 
Or a reaction complex from its standard state into u forming an adsorbed 
hydrogen atom or a critical complex respectively there, Ow or Ow* being 
the additional reversible work due to the interaction taken proportional 
to O. 

Assuming further that, 

@O*(O) = (1-8)2 

We have from Eqs. (36.5.H;), (36.6) and (36.3.7) that, 

Eq. (36.7) gives the rate as a function of 0 and NH~. 
Expressing pH, on the other hand, in the form, 

1-8 J[ --q o -0 

(36.6) 

(36.7) 

(36-.8) 

according to Eqs. (5.1) and (36.4), we have, by Eqs. (36.3.v), (36.5.H;), 
(36.6) and (36.8) for the rate v of the reverse elementary reaction that, 

The reverse rate is thus a function solely of O. 

(~) Cf. § 7. 
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The above procedure of allowing for the mutual interaction is applied 
to the theory of hydrogen electrode process on nickel, with the rate
determining step of the catalysed atomization of hydrogen by Okamoto, 
Horiuti and Hirota(l), who arrive at semi-quantitative explanation of the 
process especially of Tafel's elnpirical rule(2). 

We, now calculate the rate excluding the 0 

latter approximations but· assuming instead that 
the interaction between hydrogen atoms includ
ing those of critical complex is significa'nt only 
between directly nei$'hbouring ones. 

We consider our assembly C~(O) at a parti
cular state, that a group ~ of cites consisting 
of particular 0'* and its direct neighbours shown 
enclosed by full lines in Fig. l, are unoccupied. 
The cites belonging to ::8 is numbered as shown 
by annexed figures in Fig. 1. 

We now proceed to calculate, with re
ference to OC1;(O)' I]~: 8 0 *(0) in Eqs. (36.33)]) and 
(36.3.Vl) which is expressed according to Eqs. (2.2) 

u 

o 

Fig. 1. 

a:qd (2.4) as that, 

(36.10) 

(36.11) 

o 

o 

where 1'/'8 of the cites 0'3 and 0'6 on tile one hand, and of 0'4, 0'6, 0'7 and 
0'8 on the other hand are taken respectively identical with each other-" 
because of the symmetry of the figure. 

DC'g is given by, 

(1) Okamoto, Horiuti and Hirota; Sc. Pap. lnst. Phys. Chern. Res. Tokio, 28 (1936), 

~~ -
(2) Tafel'; Z. physik. Chern., 50 (1905), 641. Cf. Bowden and Agar; Annual Report, 

Chern. Soc. London 35 (1939), 90. 
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(36.12) 

By Eqs. (36.10), (36.11) and (36.12) we have now, 

For < unknown constants 1]3 and 1]4 we have on the other hand the 
relation, 

(36.14) 

as in § 20, because of physical identity of 0'1> 0'8 and 0'4. 

DeOl(O)' DC03(O) or DC04(o) is respectively obtained by putting 81 , Os or 
.()4 in Eq. (36.12) at zero. 

DC:0l(G) in Eq. (36.14) and DCo in Eq. (36.12) are on the other hand 
related to e according to Eqs. (2.4) and (36.4) by, 

1-8 = Dq"l~~_ 
DCo 

(36.15) 

Substituting now q;tf}~*(O) from Eq. (36.13) into &t. (36.3.:/\) or 
{3.p.3.v) anq. eliminating pH, '73 and '74 therefrom by Eqs. (36.14) and 
(36.15), we have the expression for VI as the function of NH~ and e or 
that for VI as the function of e respectively. 

Remembering now two of cites are occupied anew as the result of 
~:me act of the catalysed dissociation, the over-all increasing rate of 
:adsorbed hydrogen- atoms is' given by 

(36.16) 

or by integration, 

(36.17) 
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where (Jt and (J2 are respectively the degree of adsorption at the time 
tl and ~. Substituting ;Dt and lh of either approximation and estimating 

!C, G, q::'*o' qIf,o' w*, w, ~* and ~ properly, we have the relation between 
B and t accessible to the experimental verification. 

Actual calculation and i~s experimental verification will be presented 
in a later paper . 
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